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Genealogy Report
6/1/1846
3/22/1927
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Elizabeth Hannah Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Abbott, Elizabeth Hannah
Family History
Spouse Children
Royal Lincoln Abbott (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Nancy Leighton (ME) Daniel Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Cole (ME)
Father's Name
Leonard Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Cole (ME)
Alfreda L. (ME), Adelaide E. (ME), Harland (FA), Mary Wilson (ME), Inez Mildred Blanchard (ME), 
Siblings
Daniel H. Wilson (ME), Althea S Marton, Nathaniel J.
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-86-5
Location Note
June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 1 of 262
Genealogy Report
5/2/1842
6/21/1917
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Poland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Abbott, Royal Lincoln
Family History
Spouse Children
Elizabeth Hannah Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Lydia J. Skillings (ME) Josian Skillings
Grandfather Grandmother
Susanna Noyes
Father's Name
George Abbbott (ME) Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Alfreda L. (ME), Adelaide E. (ME), Harland (FA), Mary Wilson (ME), Inez Mildred Blanchard (ME)
Siblings
Andre Augustus (Augustus S.) (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-86-4
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 2 of 262
Genealogy Report
10/27/1863
5/18/1955
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Black, Augustus D.
Family History
Spouse Children
Emma May Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Jane Libby Gideon Libby
Grandfather Grandmother
Jane Prince
Father's Name
Joab Black Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
None
Siblings
Unknown
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-6-4
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 3 of 262
Genealogy Report
5/1/1869
10/14/1949
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Emma May Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Black, Emma May
Family History
Spouse Children
Augustus D. Black (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Abbie A. Leighton (ME) Joseph Mayberry Leighton (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Maria Sawyer (UN)
Father's Name
Daniel H. Wilson (ME) Leonard Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Nancy Leighton (ME)
nono
Siblings
None
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-6-5
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 4 of 262
Genealogy Report
7/27/1851
5/20/1930
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Annie Isabelle Morrison
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Blanchard, Annie I.
Family History
Spouse Children
Solomon Loring Blanchard (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha Hicks Pride (UN) Joseph Pride (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Rideout (UN)
Father's Name
Rufus Morrison (UN) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
Josephine (CO), Nathaniel A. (CO), Marion M. Parker, Martha M. Sawyer, Thomas L., Roy M. (CO), Edna (CO)
Siblings
Eunice J. (UN), Joseph P. (UN), Susan J (UN), Ezra M. (UN), Rufus B. (UN), Sarah F. Wilson (ME, Lucien N. (UN), Cynthia J. (UN)
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-1-2
Location Note
June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 5 of 262
Genealogy Report
9/2/1841
3/15/1915
CW
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Westbrook, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Blanchard, Solomon L.
Family History
Spouse Children
Annie Isabelle Morrison (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Joanna Loring Blanchard (CO) Solomon L. Blanchard (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Buxton (CO)
Father's Name
Enos Blanchard (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Prudance Rideout (CO)
Josephine (CO), Nathaniel A. (CO), Marion M. Parker, Martha M. Sawyer, Thomas L., Roy M. (CO), Edna (CO)
Siblings
Helen A., Albert W., Enos A., Charles A. (CO), Isabella F. Wilson (CO), Gustavus, William F. (MS), George (MS)
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-1-1
Location Note
June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 6 of 262
Genealogy Report
5/25/1939
8/8/2003
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Loretta Anne Logan
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Buhelt, Loretta Anne
Family History
Spouse Children
Wayne Arnold Buhelt (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Doris Mae Logan Shaw (ME) Charles Lemont Shaw (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Leora Arlene Shaw Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
William Jarvis Logan (ME) Sidney Herbert Logan
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Jarvis
William J. Buhelt, Rhonda A. Small, Michael W. Buhelt
Siblings
Janette E. Gilfillan (Logan/Clement), Robert S. Logan
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-5-3
Location Note
June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 7 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/28/1938
4/14/2019
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Buhelt, Wayne
Family History
Spouse Children
Loretta A. Logan (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elsie Pandora
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Jens Svendsen Buhelt
Grandfather Grandmother
William J. Buhelt, Rhonda A. Small, Michael W. Buhelt
Siblings
Robert B. Buhelt, Alfred B. Buhelt
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-5-2
Location Note
June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 8 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1884
8/31/1967
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
 Lula J. Doughty
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Burnell, Lula J.
Family History
Spouse Children
Perry Dexter Burnell (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Alice M. Sawyer(MS) Asa Sawyer (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eliza (MS)
Father's Name
Frank N. Doughty (MS) Benjamin F. Doughty(MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Wilson(MS)
Norman, Shirley
Siblings
Benjamin F.(MS), Ethel E.,(MS). Eva M.(MS)
Relatives
xxx
MS-22N-2-2
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 9 of 262
Genealogy Report
6/1/1840
2/7/1915
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Burnham, George
Family History
Spouse Children
Margaret Mary O'Brien (FA)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Ann Smith Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
David Burnham Daniel Burnham
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Giddings
Walter George, Lillian M. (FA), Mabel A., Grace Annie (FA)
Siblings
Lydya A., Lucy A., William C., David M., Sarah J., Robert A., Caroline., Martha P., 
Relatives
xxx
FA-B-45-1
Location Note
June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 10 of 262
Genealogy Report
9/1/1886
10/6/1918
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Greenwood
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Burnham
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Burnham, Lillian M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary O'Brien (FA) Patrick O'Brien
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Margaret (Corkery?)
Father's Name
George Burnham (FA) David Burnham
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Ann Smith
None
Siblings
Grace Anna Jacobs (FA), Walter, Mabel
Relatives
xxx
FA-B-45-3
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 11 of 262
Genealogy Report
7/7/1859
1/1/1926
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MA
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Hollister
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Margaret Mary O'Brien
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Burnham, Mary M.
Family History
Spouse Children
George Henry Burnham (FA)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Margaret (Corkery?) Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
Patrick O'Brien Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Walter George, Lillian M. (FA), Mabel A., Grace Annie Jacobs (FA)
Siblings
Michael, Henry, Timothy, Daria B. Parks (FA)
Relatives
xxx
FA-B-45-2
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 12 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1892
5/28/1918
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Hazel Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Buxton, Hazel Wilson
Family History
Spouse Children
Wilbur Robert Buxton (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Carrie Ella Russell (ME) Eli Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Amanda Augusta Wilson (ME)
Father's Name
George N. Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME)
Ethel C. Hawkes (ME)
Siblings
Willard (ME), Clifford, Carroll (MS), Alice (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-19-1
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 13 of 262
Genealogy Report
7/26/1890
7/4/1962
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
North Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Pittsfield
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Buxton, Wilbur Robert
Family History
Spouse Children
Hazel Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Anna Hall unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
unknown
Father's Name
Charles Peaslee unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
unknown
Ethel C. Hawkes  (ME) 1st Marriage          Warren H. (ME), Vera E., Louise A., Donald E. 2nd Marriage
Siblings
no Buxtons, 6 Peaslees
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-19-2
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 14 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1862
6/5/1950
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Sawyer
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State
ME
Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Alice M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Frank N. Doughty (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Eliza (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Asa Sawyer (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eva (MS), Ethel (MS), Benjamin F.(MS), Lula Doughty Burnell (MS)
Siblings
Horace, Fred, Edith
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-4-8
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 15 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1814
3/12/1893
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Gray, Maine
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State
MAINE
Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Benjamin F.
Family History
Spouse Children
Mary Wilson Doughty (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Jane Titcomb
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Joshua Doughty
Grandfather Grandmother
Royal W. (MS), John Merril (MS), Hollis M. (MS), Lois Jane Sawyer (MS), Frank N. (MS), George H.
Siblings
Nathan, Silias Alden, Samuel, Daniel, James H., Ezra, Sarah
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-4-1
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 16 of 262
Genealogy Report
11/15/1893
7/27/1957
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Benjamin F.
Family History
Spouse Children
Ruth Allen(MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Alice M. Sawyer
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Frank N. Doughty(MS) Benjamin F. Doughty(MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Wilson(MS)
Claire Vining (MS)
Siblings
Ethel E.(MS), Eva M.(MS), Lula J. Burnell(MS)
Relatives
xxx
MS-23N-1-1
Location Note
June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 17 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1868
8/19/1954
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Carl E.
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Blanchard (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Royal W. Doughty (MS) Benjamin F.  Doughty (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Wilson Doughty (MS)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-1-5
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 18 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1895
8/19/1969
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Doughty
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Ethel E.
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Alice Sawyer (MS) Asa Sawyer (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eliza (MS)
Father's Name
Frank N. Doughty (MS) Benjamin F. Doughty (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Wilson Doughty (MS)
Siblings
Eva (MS), Benjamin (MS), Lula Burnell (MS)
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-4-11
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 19 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1883
12/28/1967
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Doughty
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Eva M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Alice M. Sawyer (MS) Asa Sawyer (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eliza (MS)
Father's Name
Frank N. Doughty (MS) Benjamin F. Doughty (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Wilson Doughty (MS)
Siblings
Lua Burnell (MS), Benjamin F. (MS), Ethel E. (MS)., 
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-4-10
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 20 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1854
10/14/1931
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Frank N.
Family History
Spouse Children
Alice M. Sawyer (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Wilson (MS) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Benjamin F. Doughty (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lula J. Doughty Burnell (MS),Eva M. (MS), Ethel E. (MS), Benjamin F. (MS)
Siblings
Royal W. (MS), John Merrill (MS), Hollis (MS), Lois Jane Sawyer, George H.
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-4-7
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 21 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1877
2/3/1921
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Fred E.
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Susan Norton (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Hollis Doughty (MS) Frank F. Doughty (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Wilson Doughty (MS)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-1-9
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 22 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1841
2/4/1923
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Hollis
Family History
Spouse Children
Susan Norton Doughty (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Wilson (MS) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Benjamin F. Doughty (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Fred E. (MS)
Siblings
Royal W. (MS), John Merrill (MS), Lois Jane Sawyer, George W., Frank N. (MS),
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-1-7
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 23 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1852
1/1/1902
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Doughty
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Lois J.
Family History
Spouse Children
Clarence Sawyer
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Wilson (MS) Crus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Benjamin Doughty (MS) Joshua Doughty
Grandfather Grandmother
Jane Titcomb
Siblings
Royal (MS), George, Hollis (MS), John (MS), Frank (MS)
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-4-3
Location Note


June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 24 of 262
Genealogy Report
12/31/1814
6/27/1902
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Mary W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Benjamin F. Doughty (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Lois Leighton (ME) Jedediah Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Gerrish
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Royal W. (MS), John Merrill (MS), Hollis (MS), Lois Jane Sawyer, Frank N. (MS), George H.
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME), Joseph (ME), Charles (ME), William (ME), Hannah (ME), Cornelius(ME), Nathaniel (ME), Amanda (ME), Lorenzo (ME)
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-4-2
Location Note
June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 25 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1836
1/24/1909
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Royal W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Sarah Blanchard (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Wilson (MS) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Benjanin F Doughty (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Carl Doughty (MS)
Siblings
John Merrill (MS), Hollis (MS), Lois Jane Sawyer, Frank W. (MS), George H.
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-1-1
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 26 of 262
Genealogy Report
4/18/1892
9/5/1989
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Allen
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Ruth E. Allen
Family History
Spouse Children
Benjamin F. Doughty (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Eleanora ?????
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Byron D. Allen
Grandfather Grandmother
Claire Vining (MS)
Siblings
Clara E.
Relatives
xxx
MS-23N-1-2
Location Note
June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 27 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1846
5/21/1917
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Norton
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Doughty, Susan A.S.
Family History
Spouse Children
Hollis Doughty (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name Grandfather Grandmother
Fred E. (MS)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
MS-4S-1-8
Location Note

June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 28 of 262
Genealogy Report
3/30/1913
3/15/2008
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MA
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Boston
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Ina Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Dunn, Ina Loemma Wilson
Family History
Spouse Children
Wilbur H. Dunn (ME) 3rd spouse
Mother's Maiden Name
Alice Wilson (ME) George N. Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Carrie Ella Russell(ME)
Father's Name
Vernon Elwood Wilson (ME) Charles Edward Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Georgianna Lilly Reed
Infant (ME0, Joanne, Carol, Judith
Siblings
Marshall I., Maurice E., Willard R.
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-43-1
Location Note
June 11, 2020 11:42 am Page 29 of 262
Genealogy Report
1/1/1827
5/7/1905
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Elliott, James N.B.
Family History
Spouse Children
Lorana M. Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Miranda Cleaves (ME) Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
William G. Elliott (ME) Jacob Elliott
Grandfather Grandmother
Ann Baker
George N. (ME), Leila M. (ME), Lemont S. (ME)
Siblings
John R., George G. S., Sarah F., Helen M. (ME), Charles E. (ME), Miranda E. Huston, Charles A. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-16-1
Location Note

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6/1/1827
2/24/1901
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Lorana M. Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Elliott, Lorana M.
Family History
Spouse Children
(James?) Nelson B. Elliott (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Hicks (ME) James Hicks
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Leighton
Father's Name
Levi Wilson (ME) Ichabod Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Ruth Huston (ME)
George N. (ME), Leila 
George N. (ME), Leila M. (ME), Lemont S. (ME)
Siblings
Joel (ME), Joanna (ME), Albion (ME), Ellen Hawkes
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-16-2
Location Note

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11/22/1894
8/12/1945
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Woodstock, N.B.
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Fields, Robert Wilmot
Family History
Spouse Children
Verna Ferne Giberson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Iza Sophia Estabrooks
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Albert Gideon Fields
Grandfather Grandmother
Robert A., Dorothy
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-10-5
Location Note
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3/11/1901
7/26/1970
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Grand Falls, N.B.
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Verna Ferne Giberson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Fields, Verna Ferne Giberson
Family History
Spouse Children
Robert Willmot Fields (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
EmilyBernard
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Will Giberson
Grandfather Grandmother
Robert A., Dorothy M.
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-10-6
Location Note
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6/14/1877
9/11/1898
SAWUSA
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Augusta, ME
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Gibbs, Roscoe L.
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Waterhouse
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
James Doughty Gibbs Ezra Gibbs
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Doughty
Siblings
James, John, Charles, Susan, Sidney, Harry, Louisa
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-6-3
Location Note
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6/1/1850
11/28/1906
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Monroe
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Mary Elizabeth (Lizzie) Philbrook
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Ham, Elizabeth (Lizzie) M.
Family History
Spouse Children
George A. Ham (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Caroline Mitchel Seth S. Mitchel
Grandfather Grandmother
Dorcas Nealley
Father's Name
Thomas Philbrook Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
George E., Herbert A. (UN), Cora E. Parker (UN)
Siblings
George H., Ella
Relatives
xxx
UN-B-1-2
Location Note
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12/21/1849
7/6/1917
Date of Burial...Est(x)
NH
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Salmon Falls
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Ham, George A., Capt.
Family History
Spouse Children
Mary Elizabeth Philbrook
Mother's Maiden Name
Susan C. Carlton Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
George A. Ham Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
George E., Herbert A. (UN), Cora E. Parker (UN)
Siblings
Albert J.
Relatives
xxx
UN-B-1-1
Location Note
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1/1/1875
3/29/1887
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Me.
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Ham, Herbert A.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Elizabeth Philbrook (UN) Thomas Philbrook
Grandfather Grandmother
Caroline Mitchel
Father's Name
George A. Ham (UN) George A. Ham
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan C. Carlton
None
Siblings
George E., Cora E. Parker (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-B-1-3
Location Note

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8/17/1882
6/7/1958
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Nellie F. Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Hulit, Nellie F.
Family History
Spouse Children
Wilber Norcross Hulit (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Frances Morrison (ME) Rufus Morrison (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Hicks Pride (UN)
Father's Name
Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Norman, Frances (ME)
Siblings
Randall (ME), Henry (ME), Howard (ME), Willis (ME), Melville (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-1-11
Location Note
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4/18/1874
11/18/1961
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Hulit, Wilbur N.
Family History
Spouse Children
Nellie Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Phebe Whitney (UN) Alexander Whitney (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Barbara Winslow (UN)
Father's Name
Eben Hulit (UN) Jonathan Hulit (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Bucknam (ME)
Norman, Frances (ME)
Siblings
Edwin, Mary (UN), Herman UN), Percy (UN), James, Lizzie Tame (UN)
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-1-10
Location Note
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3/6/1888
1/1/1940
Date of Burial...Est(x)
VT
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Morrisville
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Jacobs, Clinton E.
Family History
Spouse Children
Grace Anna Burnham (FA)
Mother's Maiden Name
Grace (Amsden?) Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
Charles Jacobs Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Charles Eliot, Dana E. (FA)
Siblings
Unknown
Relatives
xxx
FA-B-51-1
Location Note
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1/1/1923
1/1/1925
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Jacobs, Dana E.
Family History
Spouse Children
N/A
Mother's Maiden Name
Grace Anna Burnham (FA) George Burnham (FA)
Grandfather Grandmother
Margaret O'Brien (FA)
Father's Name
Clinton Everett Jacobs (FA) Charles Jacob
Grandfather Grandmother
Grace (Amsdam?)
None
Siblings
Arthur Stanley Davis 1/2, Lester Gordon Davis 1/2, Donald Rhymer1/2 (FA), Charles Eliot Jacobs
Relatives
xxx
FA-B-51-3
Location Note
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1/1/1893
1/1/1929
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Maine
Place of Death
Bethel
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Grace Anna Burnham
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Jacobs, Grace A. Burnham
Family History
Spouse Children
Clinton Jacobs (FA)
Mother's Maiden Name
Margaret O'brien (FA) Patrick O'Brien
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Margaret (Corkery?)
Father's Name
Georrge Burnham (FA) David Burnham
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Ann Smith
Arthur Stanley Davis, Lester Gordon Davis, Donald Rhymer (FA), Charles Eliot Jacobs
Siblings
Walter, George, Lillian (FA), Mabel
Relatives
xxx
FA-B-51-2
Location Note
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6/13/1920
7/24/1988
WWIIUSA
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Jensen, Henry Francis
Family History
Spouse Children
Wanda Gladys Palmer (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Nellie Frances Mason Gustavus S. Mason
Grandfather Grandmother
Hattie Belle Collins
Father's Name
Henry Maurice Jensen Jens Peter Jensen
Grandfather Grandmother
Berthe Marie Olsen
Karen L. Ward , Brian H. Jensen , Sandra C. Mawford (ME)
Siblings
Dorothy E. Whiten, Edwin M., Robert L.
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-6-10
Location Note
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7/3/1923
10/22/1986
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
South Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Wanda Gladys Palmer
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Jensen, Wanda Gladys
Family History
Spouse Children
Henry Francis Jensen
Mother's Maiden Name
Gladys Lomelina Waterman Harry Anthony Waterman
Grandfather Grandmother
Amelia Arvilla Oaks
Father's Name
William Henry Harmon George A. Harmon
Grandfather Grandmother
Lucinda E. Palmer
Karen L. Ward , Brian H. Jensen , Sandra C. Mawford (ME)
Siblings
Frederick W., Lorraine A. Smart, Sandra E. Sloat
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-6-10
Location Note
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1/1/1913
1/1/2008
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MA
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Boston
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Ina Loemma Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Jillson, Ina Dunn
Family History
Spouse Children
Kenneth W. Jillson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Alice Wilson (ME) George N. Wilson (ME) 
Grandfather Grandmother
Carrie Ella Russell (ME)
Father's Name
Vernon Elwood Wilson (ME) Charles Edward Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Georgianna Lilly Reed
Infant son             Joanne, Carol, Judith 2nd Marriage           none 3rd Marriage
Siblings
Marshall I., Maurice E., Willard R.
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-43-2
Location Note
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9/5/1912
10/1/1933
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Otisfield
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Jillson, Kenneth W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Ina Loemma Wilson
Mother's Maiden Name
Effie M. Frye David H. Frye
Grandfather Grandmother
Josie Lunt
Father's Name
Willard L. Jillson David Cargill Jillson
Grandfather Grandmother
Flora A. Chapin
Infant Son (ME)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-43-3
Location Note
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12/5/1826
1/23/1899
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Leighton, Hannah
Family History
Spouse Children
James Noyes Leighton (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Lois Leighton (ME) Jedediah Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Gerrish
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson (ME) Nathaniel  Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Oscar (ME), Eva (ME), Emma (ME)
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Mary (MS), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME), Joseph (ME), Charles (ME), William (ME), Cornelius (ME), Nathaniel (ME), Amanda (ME), Lorenzo (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-12-2
Location Note
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3/27/1826
12/30/1917
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
James Noyes Leightom
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Leighton, James N.
Family History
Spouse Children
Hannah Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Prudence Blanchard (ME) Beza Blanchard (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Prudence Rideout (C0)
Father's Name
James Leighton (ME) Andrew Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Weymouth (ME)
Oscar (ME), Eva (ME), Emma (ME)
Siblings
Charles Jordan (ME), Christine Loring (ME), Andrew, Enos B. (ME), Joseph, Loemma Pearson Hulit (ME),Frances Jane Snell (ME), Roxanna Adams Mountfort (ME), M
argaret E. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-12-1
Location Note
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9/27/1828
10/2/1900
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Lucy G. Russell
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Leighton, Lucy  G. Russell
Family History
Spouse Children
Lorenzo Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Priscilla Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Father's Name
Joseph Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Joseph P. (ME), Harriet G. Leighton (ME), Clinton, Ada Morrill, Lena C. Lane, George W., Ralph C. (ME), Alice G. Shaw
Siblings
Sarah W. (ME), Harriett Brackett (FS), Asa, Eli (ME), Eunice M. Loring (CO)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-20-2
Location Note
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1/1/1843
9/8/1863
CWUSA
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Leighton, Moses W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Hannah Pearson
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Moses Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-85-4
Location Note
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2/16/1904
12/29/1996
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Doris Mae Shaw
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Logan, Doris Mae Shaw
Family History
Spouse Children
William J. Logan (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Leora Arlene Shaw (Leighton) (ME) Nathaniel Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Harriete G. Leighton (Leighton) (ME)
Father's Name
Charles Lemont Shaw (ME) Cyrus Wilson Shaw (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Jane Shaw (Morrill (ME)
Janette E. Giffillan (Logan/Clement), Robert S. Logan, Loretta A. Buhelt (Logan)
Siblings
Leslie L. Shaw, Eleanor Henderson (Shaw), Warren Shaw, Lorraine Coyle (Shaw)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-21-4
Location Note
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8/30/1835
7/26/1914
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Eunice M. Russell
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Loring, Eunice M. Russell
Family History
Spouse Children
William Lewis Loring (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Priscilla Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Father's Name
Joseph P. (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
David (CO) ?, David E. (CO), Hannah E. (CO)
Siblings
Alfred B. (MS), Phillip, Sarah W. (ME), Harriett Brackett (FS), Asa, Lucy Leighton (ME), Eli (ME), 
Relatives
xxx
CO-B-17-4
Location Note
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2/10/1959
4/25/2008
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Sandra Christine Jensen
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Mawford, Sandra Christine Jensen
Family History
Spouse Children
Philip M. Mawford
Mother's Maiden Name
Wanda Gladys Palmer (ME) William Henry Harmon
Grandfather Grandmother
Gladys Lomelina Waterman
Father's Name
Henry Frances Jensen (ME) Henry Maurice Jensen
Grandfather Grandmother
Nellie Frances Mason
None
Siblings
Karen L. Ward (ME), Brian H. Jensen
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-11-6
Location Note
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9/21/1875
3/28/1957
Date of Burial...Est(x)
VT
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Irasburg
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
McGoff, George F.
Family History
Spouse Children
Hazel Maude Wilson (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha S Ordway George Ordway
Grandfather Grandmother
Clarinda C. Bryant
Father's Name
Cornelius McGoff Joseph McGoff
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Ann Linsley
Unknown
Siblings
Walter, Isaac, Mabel, Charles, Clarinda
Relatives
xxx
MS-22N-1-6
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11/6/1886
6/20/1990
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Bridgton, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Hazel Maude Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
McGoff, Hazel M. Wilson
Family History
Spouse Children
George Frederick McGoff (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Emily Anna Norton (CO) Benjamin Randall Norton
Grandfather Grandmother
Vienna Branson
Father's Name
William Edward Wilson (CO) David Buxton Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Moody Sweetser (CO)
Unknown
Siblings
Rita N. McCloskey, CEcile H. Adams, Gertrude A. Yates, Leila E. Straw
Relatives
xxx
MS-22N-1-5
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7/26/1858
12/28/1934
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Adelaide Lavina Morrison
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Merrill, Adelaide Lavina Morrison
Family History
Spouse Children
Frank Salathiel Merrill (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Blackstone Rideout (UN) Benjamin Rideout (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lavina Pride (UN)
Father's Name
Issac Winslow Morrison (UN) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
Florence G. Whitehead (MS), Dudley T. (MS), Philip L. (MS), Marjorie M. Chase (MS), Isabel G. Hayes, Sybil A. Ham
Siblings
Ezra W. (UN), Florence A. (UN), Cynthia J. Thurston (UN)
Relatives
xxx
MS-1S-4-2
Location Note
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6/19/1854
6/19/1936
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Merrill, Frank Salathiel
Family History
Spouse Children
Adelaide Morrison
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Jordan Sweetser (CO) Salathiel Sreetser (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Aurora Greely
Father's Name
Rufus A. Merrill (CO) Isaac Merrill
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Black
Florence G. Whitehead (MS), Dudley T. (MS), Philip L. (MS), Marjorie M. Chase (MS), Isabel G. Hayes, Sybil A. Ham
Siblings
Rufus L.
Relatives
xxx
MS-1S-4-1
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9/14/1829
11/8/1861
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Brighton, Ma
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Amelia Poland
Family History
Spouse Children
1st Cyrus Sturdivant, 2nd George Griggs Morrison
Mother's Maiden Name
Eunice Harris (FS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Charles Poland (FS) Joseph Poland
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah (FS)
Siblings
Josiah (FS), Hannah Drinkwater, Orphelia Loring, Charles (FS), Dolly T., Elizabeth S., Alvan J., George H. (FS)
Relatives
xxx
FO-1-26-1
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1/1/1847
1/7/1892
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Andrew Pettingill
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary S. Pettingill (ME) John Pettingill (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mercy Leighton
Father's Name
James Morrison (ME) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Ephraim (ME), Mary S. Shaw, James H. (ME), John P., George, Elizabeth P. Black, Martha J., Benjamin, Clara E. (ME), Herbert
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-83-7
Location Note
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12/11/1880
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Angie May Clough
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Angie C.
Family History
Spouse Children
Ezra Walter Morrison (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Harriet Rideout (FA) Elias Rideout (FA)
Grandfather Grandmother
Jane G. Maberry or Mayberry (FA)
Father's Name
Elbridge Rideout Clough (FA) Joseph Clough
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary B. Rideout 
None
Siblings
Mildred B. Seavey (ME)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-18-3
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1/1/1853
7/23/1885
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Clara E.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary S. Pettingill (ME) John Pettingill (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mercy Leighton
Father's Name
James Morrison (ME) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Ephraim (ME), Mary S. Shaw, James H. (ME), John P., George, Elizabeth P. Black, Martha J., Andrew P. (ME), Benjamin, Herbert
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-83-6
Location Note
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6/4/1860
2/8/1861
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Cynthia J.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha Hicks Pride (UN) Joseph Pride (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Rideout (UN)
Father's Name
Rufus Morrison (UN) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Eunice J. (UN), Joseph P. (UN), Susan J. (UN), Annie I. Blanchard (CO), Ezra M. (UN), Sarah F. Wilson (ME), Rufus B. (UN), Lucien N.. (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-15-8
Location Note
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9/6/1791
8/27/1871
Date of Burial...Est(x)
NH
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Rochester
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Ephraim
Family History
Spouse Children
Eunice Hicks (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Hartford John Hartford
Grandfather Grandmother
Bethiah Rollins
Father's Name
Jonathan Morrison Samuel Morrison
Grandfather Grandmother
Isabella Alexander
Jonathan, James (ME), Ezra, Sarah Winslow, Susan Kimball, Rufus (UN), Cynthia J. Humphrey, Issac W. (UN), Ezra,, Eliza
beth F. Black
Siblings
Jonathan, Samuel, Sarah, Isabella
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-22-1
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1/1/1835
8/11/1913
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Ephriam
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Pettingill (ME) John Pettingill
Grandfather Grandmother
Mercy Leighton
Father's Name
James Morrison (ME) Ethraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Mary S. Shaw, James H. (ME), John P., George, Elizabeth P., Martha J., Andrew P. (ME), Benjamin, Clara E. (ME), Herbert
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-83-4
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5/2/1791
12/21/1847
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Eunice Hicks
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Eunice H.
Family History
Spouse Children
Ethraim Morrison
Mother's Maiden Name
Abigail Leighton George Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Dorothy Hall
Father's Name
James Hicks Lemuel Hicks
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Cox
Jonathan, James (ME), Ezra, Sarah Winslow, Susan Kimball, Rufus (UN), Cynthia J, Humphrey, Issac W. (UN), Ezra, Elizab
eth F. Black
Siblings
George (ME), Dorothy King, Samuel, Sarah Wilson, Esther, Hannah Leighton, Martha, Elizabeth Winslow, Ctrus (UN), Mary, Susan Wakefield, Andrew
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-22-2
Location Note
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3/9/1847
3/3/1849
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Eunice Jane Morrison
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Eunice J.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha Hicks Pride (UN) Joseph Pride (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Rideout (UN)
Father's Name
Rufus Morrison (UN) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Joseph P. (UN), Susan J. (UN), Annie I. Blanchard (CO), Ezra M. (UN), Rufus B. (UN), Sarah F. Wilson (ME, Lucien N. (UN), Cynthia J. (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-15-7
Location Note
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9/30/1853
1/1/1856
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Ezra Milton
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha Hicks Pride (UN) Joseph Pride (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Rideout (UN)
Father's Name
Rufus Morrison (UN) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Eunice J. (UN), Joseph P. (UN), Susan J. (UN), Annie I. Blanchard (CO), Rufus B. (UN), Sarah F. Wilson (ME), Lucien N. (UN), Cynthia J. (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-15-9
Location Note
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4/20/1857
1/1/1926
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Phippsburg, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Ezra Walter
Family History
Spouse Children
Angie May Clough (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Blackstone Rideout (UN) Benjamin Rideout (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lavina Pride (UN)
Father's Name
Isaac Winslow Morrison (UN) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Adalaide L. Merrill (MS), Florence A. (UN), Cynthia J. Thurston (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-18-2
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5/22/1860
10/22/1860
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Florence A.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Blackstone Rideout (UN) Benjamin Rideout (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lavina Pride (UN)
Father's Name
Isaac Winslow Morrison (UN) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Ezra W. (UN), Adelaide L. Merrill (MS), Cynthia J. Thurston (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-20-4
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7/29/1828
4/8/1904
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Isaac Winslow
Family History
Spouse Children
Mary Blackstone Rideout (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Eunice Hicks (ME) James Hicks
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Leighton
Father's Name
Ephraim Morrison (ME) Jonathan Morrison
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Hartford
Ezra Walter (UN), AdelaidenL. merrill (MS), Florence A. (UN), Cynthia J. Thurston
Siblings
Sarah Winslow, James (ME), Susan Kimball, Rufus (UN), Cynthia J, Humphrey, Ezra, Elizabeth F. Black
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-20-1
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5/23/1813
1/1/1855
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, James
Family History
Spouse Children
Mary S. Pettingill (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Eunice Hicks (ME) James Hicks
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Leighton
Father's Name
Ephraim Morrison Jonathan Morrison
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Hartford
Ephraim (ME), Mary S. Shaw, James H. (ME), John P., George, Elizabeth P. Black, Martha J., Andrew P. (ME), Benjamin, Cl
ara E. (ME), Herbert
Siblings
Sarah Winslow, Susan Kimball, Rufus (UN), Cynthia J. Humphrey, Issac W. (UN), Ezra, Elizabeth F. Black
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-83-2
Location Note

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1/1/1839
1/1/1859
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, James H.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary S. Pettingill (ME) John Pettingill (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mercy Leighton
Father's Name
James Morrison (ME) Ethraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Ephraim (ME), Mary S. Shaw, John P., George, Elizabeth P. Black, Martha J., Andrew P. (ME), Benjamin, Clara E. (ME), Herbert
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-83-5
Location Note
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8/31/1848
11/15/1888
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Joseph P.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha Hicks Pride (UN) Joseph Pride (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Rideout (UN)
Father's Name
Rufus Morrison (UN) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Eunice J. (UN), Susan J. (UN), Annie I. Blanchard (CO), Ezra M. (UN), Rufus B. (UN), Sarah F. Wilson (ME, Lucien N. (UN), Cynthia J. (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-15-5
Location Note
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11/14/1858
8/24/1922
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Lucien Nelson
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha Hicks Pride (UN) Joseph Pride (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Rideout (UN)
Father's Name
Rufus Morrison (UN) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Eunice J. (UN), Joseph P. (UN), Susan J. (UN), Annie I. Blanchard (CO), Ezra M. (UN), Sarah F. Wilson (ME), Rufus B. (UN), Cynthia J. (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-15-10
Location Note
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9/22/1823
8/27/1861
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Martha Hicks Pride
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Martha Hicks
Family History
Spouse Children
Rufus Morrison (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Susan Rideout (UN) Benjamin Rideout
Grandfather Grandmother
Susanna Merrill
Father's Name
Joseph Pride (UN) John Pride 
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Hicks
Eunice J. (UN), Joseph P. (UN), Susan P. (UN), Annie P. Blanchard (CO), Ezra M. (UN), Rufus B. (UN), Sarah F. Wilson (M
E)
Siblings
Susan M. (UN), Sarah W. (UN), Joseph N.
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-15-2
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1/17/1832
4/24/1902
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Mary Blackstone Rideout
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Mary B.
Family History
Spouse Children
Isaac Walter Morrison (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Lavina Pride (UN) Thomas Pride (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hanna Barbour (UN)
Father's Name
Benjamin Rideout (UN) William Rideout (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Ruth Rideout (ME)
Ezra Walter (UN), AdelaidenL. merrill (MS), Florence A. (UN), Cynthia J. Thurston
Siblings
Martha M. (UN), Jane H. Lord (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-20-2
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6/5/1818
4/8/1888
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Mary S. Pettingill
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Mary Pettingill
Family History
Spouse Children
James Morrison (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mercy (Mary) Leighton Andrew Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Weymouth (ME)
Father's Name
John Pettingill (ME) Moses Pettingill
Grandfather Grandmother
Catherine Eliot
Ephraim (ME), Mary S. Shaw, James H. (ME), John P., George, Elizabeth P. Black, Martha J., Andrew P. (ME), Benjamin, Cl
ara E. (ME), Herbert
Siblings
Andrew L., Catherine
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-83-3
Location Note
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5/18/1823
5/8/1879
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Rufus
Family History
Spouse Children
Martha Hicks Pride (UN), 2nd Sarah W. Pride (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Eunice Hicks (ME) James Hicks
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Leighton
Father's Name
Ephraim Morrison (ME) Jonathan Morrison
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Hartford
Eunice J. (UN), Joseph P. (UN), Susan J. (UN), Annie I. Blanchard (CO), Ezra M. (UN), Rufus B. (UN), Sarah F. Wilson (M
E)
Siblings
Sarah Winslow, Susan Kimball, James (ME), Cynthia J. Humphrey, Issac W. (UN), Ezra, Elizabeth F. Black
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-15-1
Location Note
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11/17/1855
11/23/1916
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Rufus Bradley
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha Hicks Pride (UN) Joseph Pride (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Rideout (UN)
Father's Name
Rufus Morrison (UN) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Eunice J. (UN), Joseph P. (UN), Susan J. (UN), Annie I. Blanchard (CO), Ezra M. (UN), Sarah F. Wilson (ME), Lucien N. (UN), Cynthia J. (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-15-6
Location Note
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9/29/1829
11/9/1864
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Sarh W. Pride
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Sarah W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Rufus Morrison (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Susan Rideout (UN) Benjamin Rideout
Grandfather Grandmother
Susanna Merrill
Father's Name
Joseph Pride (UN) John Pride
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Hicks
None
Siblings
Susan M. (UN), Sarah Hicks Morrison (UN), Joseph N.
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-15-3
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1/23/1850
1/1/1880
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Susan Jane Morrison
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Morrison, Susan J.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha Hicks Pride (UN) Joseph Pride (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Rideout (UN)
Father's Name
Rufuf Morrison (ME) Ephraim Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Eunice J. (UN), Joseph P. (UN), Annie I. Blanchard (CO), Ezra M. (UN), Rufus B. (UN), Sarah F. Wilson (ME, Lucien N. (UN), Cynthia J. (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-15-4
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12/27/1909
7/8/1998
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Frances Maude Hulit
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Nelson, Frances H.
Family History
Spouse Children
John Nelson
Mother's Maiden Name
Nellie F. Wilson (ME) Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Frances Morrison (ME)
Father's Name
Wilbur Norcross Hulit Eben Hulit (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Phebe W. Whitney (UN
Patricia L. Romano (from previous marriage)
Siblings
Norman (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-1-12
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11/4/1862
5/18/1937
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Alice E. Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Norton, Alice E. Wilson
Family History
Spouse Children
Willard S. Norton (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mahala Cummings Wilson (ME) Joel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings (ME)
Father's Name
William Henry Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Infant son (ME), Harold E. (ME)
Siblings
Frank H. (ME), Ina M. Moulton (ME), Cora A. Gould
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-8-3
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5/7/1851
1/1/1933
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Elizabeth Howard Norton
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Norton, Elizabeth H.
Family History
Spouse Children
Charles B. Norton
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Moody Sweetser (CO) Benjamin Sweetser (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Olive Blanchard (CO)
Father's Name
David Buxton Wilson (CO) Edward Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Somes (CO)
Genevieve Hutchins (CO), Ernestine (MS), Floyd A. (MS)
Siblings
William Edward Wilson (CO)
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-26-2
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11/1/1866
1/1/1936
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Readfield
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Norton, Willard S.
Family History
Spouse Children
Alice E. Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elvira Amanda Gould David Gould
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah French
Father's Name
Stephen Norton Stephen Norton
Grandfather Grandmother
Relief Gordon
Infant son (ME), Harold E. (ME)
Siblings
Viole, Velzora, Nelson, George, Dexter, Rose, Ella
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-8-2
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3/9/1857
1/1/1923
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MA
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Hollister
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Delia Bridget O'Brien
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
O'Brien, Delia B. Parks
Family History
Spouse Children
John Parks
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Margaret (Corkery ?) Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
Patrick O'Brien Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
None
Siblings
Michael, Henry, Timothy (FA), Margaret, 
Relatives
xxx
FA-B-50-2
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7/7/1855
1/1/1923
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Hollister
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
O'Brien, Timothy
Family History
Spouse Children
None?
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Margaret (Corkery?) Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
Patrick O'Brien Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
None
Siblings
Michael, Henry, Margaret, Daria Bridget O'brien Parks (FA)
Relatives
xxx
FA-B-50-1
Location Note
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10/12/1840
12/4/1917
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, ME.
Place of Death
Clements, Nova Scotia
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Parker, Charles Clement
Family History
Spouse Children
Charlotte Emma Barker
Mother's Maiden Name
Margaret Coile Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
George Parker Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Bertha A., Frederick V., Hannah C., Nellie B.
Siblings
Osmond A., Annie A., Frances C., Thomas N., George A.
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-3-10
Location Note
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4/25/1876
12/13/1961
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, ME.
Place of Death
Brewer
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Cora Estelle Ham
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Parker, Cora Estelle
Family History
Spouse Children
Eugene Owen Parker (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Elizabeth Philbrook (UN) Thomas Philbrook
Grandfather Grandmother
Caroline Mitchell
Father's Name
George Ham (UN) George A. Ham
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan C. Carlton
Delwin A. Parker (UN)
Siblings
George E., Herbert A. (UN)
Relatives
xxx
UN-B-1-4
Location Note
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8/4/1906
2/23/1978
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Brandenton, FL.
Place of Death
Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Parker, Delwin A.
Family History
Spouse Children
Lena Bradford Winslow,   Irene M. Varney 2nd (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Cora Estella Ham (UN) George A. Ham (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary E. Philbrook (UN)
Father's Name
Eugene Owen Parker (UN) John J. Parker
Grandfather Grandmother
Susa E. Hart
Eugene Bradford Parker, Arlene W.
Siblings
None
Relatives
xxx
UN-C-9-2
Location Note
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2/12/1873
2/1/1947
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cornish
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Parker, Eugene
Family History
Spouse Children
Cora Estelle Ham (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Susan E. Hart Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
John J. Parker William Parker
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Watson
Delwin A. Parker (UN)
Siblings
Lilah M. Adams, John W., Charles P., Rosa M. Brown, Ruth G. Wilcox, Fred, Harriet E. Wilcox, Blynn E.
Relatives
xxx
UN-C-9-1
Location Note
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9/15/1906
10/22/1995
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Lyndon, Vermont
Place of Death
Livermore Falls
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Evelyn Carrie Verrill
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Parker, Evelyn Verrill
Family History
Spouse Children
Stephen Warren Parker
Mother's Maiden Name
Mantie Estella Bryant (MS) David Orestus Bryant
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia A. Smith
Father's Name
Richard Edward Verrill (MS) Richard Verrill
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary E. Tripp
Leon W. (MS), Patricia Ann Braley, Clayton
Siblings
Mary E., Grace J., Chester R. (MS)
Relatives
xxx
MS-1N-1-11
Location Note
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12/24/1916
12/28/1983
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Westbrook ME.
Place of Death
Biddeford
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Irene Muriel Varney
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Parker, Irene M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Chas. L. Bailey, Delwin Augustus Parker 2nd (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Hetty Hannah Roberts Robert H. Roberts
Grandfather Grandmother
Lettice Grayson
Father's Name
Frederick M. Varney John Varney
Grandfather Grandmother
Emma Cotton
Charles L. Bailey Jr.
Siblings
Wilbur H., Earl L., Norman P., Edna L.Pellitier, Walter L.
Relatives
xxx
UN-C-9-3
Location Note
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9/23/1929
2/12/1992
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Middletown Ct.
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Parker, Leon
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Evelyn Carrie Verrill (MS) Richard E. Verrill (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mantie Estella Bryant
Father's Name
Stephen Warren Parker (MS) Stephen Lorenzo Parker
Grandfather Grandmother
Janie Purvis Babb
None
Siblings
Paricia Ann Braley, Clayton
Relatives
xxx
MS-1N-1-10
Location Note
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7/11/1904
4/28/1974
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Parker, S. Warren
Family History
Spouse Children
Evelyn Carrie Verrill (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Janie Purvis Babb William Franklin Babb
Grandfather Grandmother
Georgia Lills Hussey
Father's Name
Stephen Alonzo Parker Alonzo S. Parker
Grandfather Grandmother
Cynthia A. Wentworth
Leon W. (MS), Patricia Ann Braley, Clayton
Siblings
None
Relatives
xxx
MS-1N-1-12
Location Note
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1/1/1833
5/6/1858
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Elenora C. Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Plimpton, Elnora C.
Family History
Spouse Children
Charles Plimpton
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings (ME) Nathaniel Cummings
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Crawford
Father's Name
Joel Wilson (ME) Levi Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
George W. (ME), Mahala C. (ME), Julia C. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-17-2
Location Note
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10/20/1795
12/19/1862
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MA
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Beverly
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Poland, Charles
Family History
Spouse Children
Eunice Harris
Mother's Maiden Name
Hannah (FS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Joseph Poland
Grandfather Grandmother
Josiah (FS), Amelia A. Morrison (FS), Hannah Drinkwater, Orphelia Loring, Charles (FS), Dolly T., Elizabeth S., Alvan J., Geo
rge H. (FS)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
FO-1-26-3
Location Note
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3/9/1794
8/29/1864
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Poland, Eunice
Family History
Spouse Children
Charles Poland (FS)
Mother's Maiden Name Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name Grandfather Grandmother
Josiah (FS), Amelia A. Morrison (FS), Hannah Drinkwater, Orphelia Loring, Charles (FS), Dolly T., Elizabeth S., Alvan J., Geo
rge H. (FS)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
FO-1-26-2
Location Note
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5/13/1836
6/30/1839
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Poland, George H.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Eunice Harris (FS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Charles Poland (FS) Joseph Poland
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah
None
Siblings
Amelia Morrison (FS), Hannah Drinkwater, Orphelia Loring, Charles (FS), Dolly T., Elizabeth S., Alvan J., Josiah (FS)
Relatives
xxx
FO-1-17-2
Location Note
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1/1/1775
12/22/1840
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Unknown
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Poland, Hannah
Family History
Spouse Children
Joseph Poland
Mother's Maiden Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Charles
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
FO-1-17-1
Location Note
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11/17/1817
10/17/1829
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Poland, Josiah H. II
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Eunice Harris
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Charles Poland Joseph Poland
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah
None
Siblings
Amelia Morrison (FS), Hannah Drinkwater, Orphelia Loring, Charles (FS), Dolly T., Elizabeth S., Alvan J., George H. (FS)
Relatives
xxx
FO-1-17-5
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4/3/1892
5/30/1981
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
South Paris, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Bernice M. Wilson Blanchard
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Reed, Bernice B. Wilson
Family History
Spouse Children
Carroll Wilson (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Elizabeth Stiles (MS) Edward Stiles
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Ann Townsend
Father's Name
Fenwick Sibley Blanchard William Blanchard
Grandfather Grandmother
Harriet Blanchard
Kermit Wilson Blanchard
Siblings
Howard C. (MS), Geneva F. Powell (MS), Carrie L. Sweetser (MS), Clifford S.
Relatives
xxx
MS-2S-3-10
Location Note
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5/18/1932
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Rhyme, Donald Burnham
Family History
Spouse Children
N/A
Mother's Maiden Name
Grace Burnham (FA) George Burnham (FA)
Grandfather Grandmother
Margaret O'Brien (FA)
Father's Name
Claude Rhymer Vaughn Rhymer
Grandfather Grandmother
Flora Brown
N/A
Siblings
Arthur Davis 1/2, Lester Davis 1/2
Relatives
xxx
FA-B-51-2
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2/24/1814
2/19/1890
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Alfred
Family History
Spouse Children
Elizabeth W.  Hatch (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Priscilla Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Father's Name
Joseph Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Joseph G., Alice M. Doughty (MS), Frederick A., Ella W. (MS), Elizabeth W. (MS)
Siblings
Sarah W. (ME), Harriet Brackett (FS), Asa, Lucy Leighton (ME), Eli (ME), Eunice Loring (CO)
Relatives
xxx
MS-13N-4-1
Location Note
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6/21/1871
12/16/1945
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Yarmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Almon F.
Family History
Spouse Children
Carrie F. Eaton (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Tripp Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
Charles V. Russell Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Carl F. (MS), Leon C. (MS)
Siblings
Charles F., William H.
Relatives
xxx
MS-4N-1-7
Location Note
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7/8/1909
2/5/2001
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Victorville, CA
Place of Death
Warren
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Alton R.
Family History
Spouse Children
Hilda Lucinda Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Bertha A. Calderwood E. Benson Calderwood
Grandfather Grandmother
Alvira Green
Father's Name
Alton T. Russell Jackson Russell
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary A. Colamore
None Known
Siblings
Olivia C. Carroll, Damie I., Helen C. Dennison
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-2-1
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12/17/1834
12/17/1884
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Amanda Augusta Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Augusta W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Eli Russell (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Lois Leighton (ME) Jedediah Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Gerrish 
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Carrie (ME), Cynthia, Willie (ME), Charles (ME), Grace (ME), Edith (ME), Hale (ME)
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Mary (MS), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME), Joseph (ME), Charles (ME), William (ME), Hannah (ME), Cornelius (ME), Nathaniel (ME), Lorenzo (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-23-7
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12/21/1906
10/16/1951
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
westbrook, Maine
Place of Death
South Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Carl F.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Carrie F. Eaton (MS) Cyrus Hezekiah (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Annie M. Lewis (MS)
Father's Name
Almon F. Russell (MS) Charles V. Russell
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Tripp 
None
Siblings
Leon C. (MS)
Relatives
xxx
MS-4N-1-8
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3/28/1870
6/14/1941
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Carrie F. Eaton
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Carrie F.
Family History
Spouse Children
Almon Russell (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Annie M. Lewis (MS) Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
Cyrus Hezekiah Eaton (MS) Hezekiah Eaton (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Perry (CO)
Carl F. (MS), Leon C. (MS)
Siblings
Lizzie F. (MS), Ellen B. (MS), Louisa J. (MS)
Relatives
xxx
MS-4N-1-10
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3/1/1861
7/14/1929
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Charles Phillip
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Amanda Augusta Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Eli Russell (ME) Joseph Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Priscilla Wilson (ME)
None
Siblings
Carrie E. Wilson (ME), Cynthia A. Mountfort, Willie W. (ME), Grace A. (ME), Edith B. (ME), Hale W. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-23-10
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4/17/1860
7/2/1937
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cape Elizabeth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Elizabeth W.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth W. Hatch (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Alfred B. Russell (MS) Joseph Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Priscilla Wilson (ME)
Siblings
Joseph G., Alice M. Doughty (MS), Frederick A., Ella W. (MS)
Relatives
xxx
MS-13N-4-4
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1/1/1818
1/1/1863
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cape Elizabeth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Elizabeth W. Hatch
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Elizabeth W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Alfred B. Russell (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Joseph G., Alice M. Doughty (MS), Frederick A., Ella W. (MS), Elizabeth W. (MS)
Siblings
Unknown
Relatives
xxx
MS-13N-4-2
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1/28/1852
10/17/1939
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cape Elizabeth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Ella Wallace
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth W. Hatch (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Alfred B. Russell (MS) Joseph Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Priscilla Wilson (ME)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
MS-13N-4-3
Location Note
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9/1/1868
1/1/1947
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Yarmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Grace Alice Russell
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Grace Alice
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Amanda Augusta Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Eli Russell (ME) Joseph Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Priscilla Wilson (ME)
None
Siblings
Carrie E. Wilson (ME), Cynthia A. Mountfort, Willie W. (ME), Charles P. (ME), Edith B. (ME), Hale W. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-23-12
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9/4/1872
1/1/1940
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Yarmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Hale W.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Amand Augusta Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Eli Russell (ME) Joseph Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Priscilla Wilson (ME)
None
Siblings
Carrie E. Wilson (ME), Cynthia A. Mountfort, Willie W. (ME), Charles P. (ME), Edith P. (ME), Hale W. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-23-11
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2/23/1902
1/7/1958
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MA
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Gloucester
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Hilda Lucina Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Hilda W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Alton Richard Russell (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary S. Paakola Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
John Wilson Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
None Known
Siblings
Jennie M., Francis O., Charles J., Hilma S. Lewis, Albert A., Enne H. Moss
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-2-2
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7/27/1783
3/21/1848
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Gray
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Joseph
Family History
Spouse Children
Priscilla Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah W. (ME),Harriet Brackett (FS), Asa, Lucy Leighton (ME), Eli (ME), Eunice Loring (CO)
Siblings
Unknown
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-23-3
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4/5/1911
6/24/1997
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MA
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Boston
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Joseph Ballister
Family History
Spouse Children
Margaret Jefferson Taft (FS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Louise Pearl Rust William A. Rust
Grandfather Grandmother
Phedora Drummond
Father's Name
Charles Theodore Russell Joseph Theodore Russell
Grandfather Grandmother
Lillian Hillyard Tenney
Cicely P.
Siblings
Charles T., Henry D., Louise
Relatives
xxx
FO-2-F-1
Location Note
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2/12/1908
10/30/1937
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Leon C.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Carrie F. Eaton (MS) Cyrus Hezekiah Eaton (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Annie M. Lewis (MS)
Father's Name
Almon F. Russell (MS) Charles V. Russell
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Tripp
None
Siblings
Carl F. (MS)
Relatives
xxx
MS-4N-1-9
Location Note
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4/21/1914
12/17/1994
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MA
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Uxbridge
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Margaret Jefferson Taft
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Margaret Jefferson Taft
Family History
Spouse Children
Joseph Ballister Russell (FS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Nancy Hall
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
George Spring Taft Henry Gordon Taft
Grandfather Grandmother
Adrianna L. Jefferson
Cicely P.
Siblings
Nora, Nancy
Relatives
xxx
FO-2-F-2
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4/4/1835
3/18/1904
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Mary Susan Brackett Leighton
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Mary S.
Family History
Spouse Children
Silas Russell (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Ann Field (ME) William Field
Grandfather Grandmother
Annah Manchester
Father's Name
William Leighton (ME) Andrew Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Weymouth (ME)
Nellie E. Foster (ME), Lucinda Verrill (ME), Edgar L. (ME) maybe, William L., Bertha G. Ham, Minnie G., (ME), Fannie C. Per
ham, John M., Grace M. Gustin (ME), Mammie A. Stevens (ME)
Siblings
Patience (ME), Andrew (ME), Catherine Goff, Elias (ME), Annah F. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-23-3
Location Note
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1/1/1870
8/11/1872
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Minnie Gertrude
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Susan Brackett Leighton (ME) William Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Ann Field (ME)
Father's Name
Silas F. Russell (ME) John Russell
Grandfather Grandmother
Lucinda Fogg
None
Siblings
Nellie E. Foster (ME), Lucinda Verrill (ME), Edgar L. (ME) maybe, William L., Bertha G. Ham, Minnie G., (ME), Fannie C. Perham, John M., Grace M. Gustin (ME), Mam
mie A. Stevens (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-43-2
Location Note
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3/17/1822
7/20/1896
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Sarah W. Russell
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Sarah W.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Priscilla Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Father's Name
Joseph Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
None
Siblings
Alfred B. (MS), Phillip, Harriett Brackett (FS), Asa, Lucy Leighton (ME), Eli (ME), Eunice Loring (FO)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-23-5
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2/14/1834
3/10/1904
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Gray
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Silas
Family History
Spouse Children
Mary Susan Brackett Leighton (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Lucinda Fogg Timothy Fogg
Grandfather Grandmother
Patience Rounds
Father's Name
John Russell John Russell
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Morse
Nellie E. Foster (ME), Lucinda Verrill (ME), Edgar L. (ME) maybe, William L., Bertha G. Ham, Minnie G., (ME), Fannie C. Per
ham, John M., Grace M. Gustin (ME), Mammie A. Stevens (ME)
Siblings
Sarah F., Issac F., Hiram H., Olive R., Maria R., George D., Emma R.
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-23-2
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10/1/1859
1/1/1869
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Yarmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Russell, Willie W.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Amanda Augusta Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Eli Russell (ME) Joseph Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Priscilla Wilson (ME)
None
Siblings
Carrie E. Wilson (ME), Cynthia A. Mountfort, Charles P. (ME), Grace A. (ME), Edith B. (ME), Hale W. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-23-9
Location Note

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2/21/1861
8/6/1930
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Scarboro, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Shaw, Benjamin W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Ida Gertrude Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Ellen Morrill (ME) Josiah Morrill (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Hicks (ME)
Father's Name
Daniel Shaw (ME) James Shaw (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Wilson (ME)
Zelia M. (ME), Harold W. (ME), Julia E.
Siblings
Flora B. (ME), Alice M. Farrar, Harriet E. Leighton, Cornelius, Albion W., Clinton R., Winfield S. (ME), Edgar E. (ME), Lewis C. (ME), Ida E. (ME), Freeman C. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-31-1
Location Note
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3/17/1872
12/29/1951
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Shaw, Charles Lemont
Family History
Spouse Children
Leora A. Shaw (Leighton) (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Jane Shaw (Morrill) (ME) Josiah Morrill (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Morrill (Hicks) (ME)
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson Shaw (ME) James Shaw (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Shaw (Prince) (ME)
Doris M. Logan (Shaw) (ME), Eleanor Henderson (Shaw), Warren Shaw, Lorraine Coyle (Shaw)
Siblings
Frank L. Shaw, Clara E. Shaw, Ida F. Shaw, Oscar E. Shaw
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-21-1
Location Note
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5/6/1911
10/26/1961
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Grand Falls, N.B.
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Emily Alberta Tuck
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Shaw, Emily Sloat
Family History
Spouse Children
Wesley H. Shaw (2nd Spouse) buried in Westbrook
Mother's Maiden Name
Effie Caroline Giberson (ME) John Fremont Giberson
Grandfather Grandmother
Amy Marven Redgate
Father's Name
Peter Paul Tuck
Grandfather Grandmother
Siblings
Harold, Arthur Sloat (ME), Donald Sloat
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-10-2
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8/6/1861
11/28/1928
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Scarboro, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Ida Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Shaw, Ida G.
Family History
Spouse Children
Benjamin Willis Shaw (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME) Joel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings (ME)
Father's Name
Cornelius Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Zelia M. (ME), Harold W. (ME), Julia E. Lane
Siblings
Zelia F. (ME), Edgar N., Mary I. (ME), William W. (ME), Guy C. (ME), Joseph E. (ME), Myra G. (ME), Frank C. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-31-2
Location Note
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8/14/1883
6/4/1983
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Leora Arlene Leighton
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Shaw, Leora L.
Family History
Spouse Children
Charles Lemont Shaw (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Harriett G. Leighton (ME) Lorenzo H. Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lucy G. Leighton (Russell) (ME)
Father's Name
Nathaniel Leighton Jedediah Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Rowena Hill Leighton
Doris M. Logan (Shaw), Leslie Shaw, Eleanor Henderson (Shaw), Warren Shaw, Lorraine Coyle Shaw (Leighton)
Siblings
Ansel Wass Leighton, Mary B. Shaw (Leighton)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-21-2
Location Note
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12/13/1908
7/19/1989
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Shaw, Leslie Leighton
Family History
Spouse Children
Janet E. Shaw (Lamson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Leora A. Shaw (Leighton) (ME) Nathaniel Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Harriet G. Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Charles L. Shaw (ME) Cyrus Wilson Shaw (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Jane Shaw (Morrill) (ME)
None
Siblings
Doris M. Logan (Shaw), Eleanor Henderson (Shaw), Warren Shaw, Lorraine Coyne (Shaw),
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-6-4
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9/17/1922
4/17/1981
WWIIUSA
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Presque Isle
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Arthur Herbert
Family History
Spouse Children
Beverly L. Graffam
Mother's Maiden Name
Effie Caroline Giberson (ME) John Fremont Giberson
Grandfather Grandmother
Amy Marven Redgate
Father's Name
Herbert Grover Cleaveland Sloat (ME)Darius William Sloat
Grandfather Grandmother
Laura Estella Elliott
Caroly, Barry
Siblings
Harold Tuck, Emily Shaw (ME), Donald
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-15-7
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6/30/1897
10/3/1970
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Easton
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Bert Fremont
Family History
Spouse Children
Helen M. Malone (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Laura Estella Elliott (ME) John Elliott
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Chandler Dodge
Father's Name
Darius W. Sloat Abraham Sloat
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha M. Henderson
Arthur H. (ME), Donald E.
Siblings
Herbert G. C.  (ME), Luticia, John M. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-3-6
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5/20/1927
1/7/2014
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Lewiston
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Beverly L. Graffam
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Beverly L. Graffam
Family History
Spouse Children
Arthur Herbert Sloat (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
May White
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Phillip Graffam Melville Graffam
Grandfather Grandmother
Helen Annie McCarney
Carolyn, Barry
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-15-8
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4/1/1966
4/21/2008
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
North Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Brunswick
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Christopher Wade
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Jill N. Lowell
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Ronald Austin Sloat (ME) John Maynard Sloat (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Verna Jardine (ME)
Siblings
Randall J. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-15-3
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12/10/1891
12/4/1969
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Aroostook Jct., N.B.
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Effie Caroline Giberson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Effie Giberson
Family History
Spouse Children
2nd Herbert Grover Cleaveland Sloat
Mother's Maiden Name
Amy Redgate
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
John Fremont Giberson Frederick D. Giberson
Grandfather Grandmother
Eloisa Murphy
Emily Shaw (ME), Harold,  Arthur H. (ME), Donald E.
Siblings
Normand, Harold E.
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-10-9
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9/29/1909
4/8/1975
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
California
Place of Death
Linneus
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Helen M. Malone
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Helen M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Bert Fremont Sloat (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Lucy Crane (ME) Daniel  Amos Crane
Grandfather Grandmother
Lydia R. Cripps
Father's Name
Olen Malone (ME) John A. Malone
Grandfather Grandmother
Margaret M. Doughterty
None
Siblings
Ernest M. (ME), Harly T. John A. (ME), Lewis H. (ME), Joseph R., Hazel M., Virginia R. Copp
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-3-6
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1/29/1893
5/28/1960
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Easton
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Herbert Grover Cleaveland
Family History
Spouse Children
Effie Caroline Giberson
Mother's Maiden Name
Laura Estella Elliott (ME) John Elliott
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Chandler Dodge
Father's Name
Darius W. Sloat Abraham Sloat
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha M. Henderson
Arthur H. (ME), Donald E.
Siblings
Luticia, Bert F. (ME), John M. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-10-10
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12/15/1961
12/15/1961
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Infant Son
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Sandra Elaine Palmer William Henry Harmon
Grandfather Grandmother
Gladys Lomelina Waterman
Father's Name
Donald Earl Sloat Herbert G. C. Sloat
Grandfather Grandmother
Effie Carolyn Giberson (ME)
Siblings
Naomie L. Clough, Mark J.
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-10-7
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3/10/1960
3/10/1960
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Infant Son
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Sandra Elaine Palmer William Henry Harmon
Grandfather Grandmother
Gladys Lomelina Waterman
Father's Name
Donald Earl Sloat Herbert G. C. Sloat (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Effie Carolyn Giberson (ME)
Siblings
Naomie L. Clough, Mark J.
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-10-7
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2/12/1963
2/12/1963
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Infant Son
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Sandra Elaine Palmer William Henry Harmon
Grandfather Grandmother
Gladys Lomelina Waterman
Father's Name
Donald Earl Sloat Herbert G. C. Sloat (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Effie Carolyn Giberson (ME)
Siblings
Naomi L. Clough, Mark J.
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-9-7
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9/3/1899
11/17/1981
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Gray, Maine
Place of Death
Easton
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, John Maynard
Family History
Spouse Children
Verna E. Jardine (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Laura Estella Elliott (ME) John Elliott
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Chandler Dodge
Father's Name
Darius W. Sloat Abraham Sloat
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha M. Henderson
Ronald Austin (ME)
Siblings
Herbert G. C. (ME), Luticia, Bert F. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-15-5
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3/9/1858
12/22/1944
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
New Vineyard
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Laura Estella Elliott
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Laura Estella
Family History
Spouse Children
Darius W. Sloat
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Chandler Dodge John Dodge
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Chandler
Father's Name
John Elliott Calvin Elliott
Grandfather Grandmother
Ruth Wescott
Herbert G. C. (ME), Luticia, Bert F. (ME), John M. (ME),
Siblings
Floretta, Mary
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-10-11
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6/20/1964
6/4/1966
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
North Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
North Yarmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Randall James
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Jill N. Lowell
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Ronald Austin Sloat (ME) John Maynard Sloat (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Verna Jardine (ME)
Siblings
Christopher W. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-15-1
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5/7/1937
1/21/2005
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
North Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Ronald Austin
Family History
Spouse Children
Jill N. Lowell
Mother's Maiden Name
Verna Jardine (ME) Charles Henry Jardine
Grandfather Grandmother
Margaret P. Moorers
Father's Name
John Maynard Sloat (ME) Darius Sloat
Grandfather Grandmother
Laura Estella Elliott
Christopher W. (ME)
Siblings
None
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-15-4
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9/6/1900
2/21/1966
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Verna Jardine
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Sloat, Verna Jardine
Family History
Spouse Children
John Maynard Sloat (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Margaret Pmaela Moorers Hugh Moorers
Grandfather Grandmother
Eliza Whitten
Father's Name
Charles Henry Jardine William N. Jardine
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Estella Bugbee
Ronald Austin (ME)
Siblings
William N., Herman L., Eldora P., Anniw M. Grant, Autice, Charles H., Herbert L., Jasper L.
Relatives
xxx
ME-A-15-6
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10/3/1939
8/7/2017
USANG
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Donn Storey
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Storey, Donn
Family History
Spouse Children
Patricia Busby
Mother's Maiden Name
Doris Nyquist Buzzel(MS) Carl Nyquist
Grandfather Grandmother
Ruby Green
Father's Name
Horace Edward Storey Charles Storey
Grandfather Grandmother
Edna Sartwell
Donn Richard Jr., James Storey, Timothy Storey, Jane Storey Abbott
Siblings
Harland, Arlene (Pat) Patrizio, Grace Carvalho, Eleanor Randall, Charles, Charlott Diane Crocker, Robert, Philip
Relatives
xxx
MS-24N-3-10
Location Note
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2/3/1915
7/10/1993
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MAS
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Salem
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Nyquist, Buzzell
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Storey, Doris Hazel
Family History
Spouse Children
Horace Edward Storey
Mother's Maiden Name
Ruby Green Edward Allen Green
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary E Webster
Father's Name
Carl Nyquist Peter Johann Nyquist
Grandfather Grandmother
Ava Johnson
Harland, Arlene (Pat), Grace, Eleanor, Donn (MS), Charles, Charlotte (Diane), Robert, Philip
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
MS-24N-3-9
Location Note
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8/28/1890
1/23/1962
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Arlington, Mass
Place of Death
Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Straw, Harry Holmes
Family History
Spouse Children
Leila Emily Wilson
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth C. Porter Timothy Porter
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Castine Yeaton
Father's Name
Henry W. Straw Giles Straw
Grandfather Grandmother
Elvira Macomber
None
Siblings
Frederick A.
Relatives
xxx
MS-22N-1-4
Location Note
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11/7/1890
1/14/1988
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Wakefield, Mass
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Lelia Emily Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Straw, Leila Emily Wilson
Family History
Spouse Children
Harry H. Straw (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Emily Anna Norton (CO) Benjamin Randall Norton
Grandfather Grandmother
Vienna Branscom
Father's Name
William Edward Wilson (CO) David Buxton Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Moody Sweetser (CO)
None
Siblings
Rita N. McCloskey, Cecile H. Adams, Gertrude A. Yates, Hazel M. McGoff (MS)
Relatives
xxx
MS-22N-1-3
Location Note

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9/22/1923
6/6/1985
WWIIUSAAC
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Vining, Carroll E.
Family History
Spouse Children
Claire Doughty
Mother's Maiden Name
Elsie M.
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
John D.
Grandfather Grandmother
GregoryE., Janet L., Neal D.
Siblings
Everett Vining
Relatives
xxx
MS-23N-4-5
Location Note
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10/1/1916
1/1/2008
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Gray, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Ella Florence Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
White, Ella F.
Family History
Spouse Children
Leigh Augustus White (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mildred F. Wilson (ME) Alvah L. Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Ella J. Winslow
Father's Name
Joseph Eugene Wilson (ME) Cornelius Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME)
Robert L., Robert E. (MS)., Donna M.
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
MS-17N-4-11
Location Note

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1/1/1912
4/16/1985
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Centerville
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
White, Leigh A.
Family History
Spouse Children
Florence Wilson White (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Rosa Mae Bagley Richard Bagley
Grandfather Grandmother
Sophronia Allen
Father's Name
Augustus Holloway White Willard John White
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary L. Caler
Robert L., Robert E. (MS), Donna M.
Siblings
Daisy M.
Relatives
xxx
MS-17N-4-10
Location Note

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8/22/1838
3/6/1923
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine???
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Abbie (Abigail) Leighton
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Abbie
Family History
Spouse Children
Daniel H. Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Maria Sawyer (UN) Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
Joseph Mayberry Leighton (UN) George Leighton (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Leighton(UN)
Emma May Black (ME)
Siblings
Rufus M., Alfred S., Rebecca J, Leighton (ME), Alvarado
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-34-2
Location Note
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1/1/1800
8/20/1884
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Abigail Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Abigail
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Abigail Spear Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
Edward Wilson (CO) Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
None
Siblings
Jane, Edward (CO), Susanna Copeland, John P. (CO)
Relatives
xxx
CO-A-82-4
Location Note

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12/2/1879
3/22/1931
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Adeline M. Prince
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Addie M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Harvey Herbert Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Ella M. Blanchard (FA) Charles Henry Blanchard (FA)
Grandfather Grandmother
Miranda Nutting (FA)
Father's Name
Clarence Henry Prince (FA) Seward Merrill Prince
Grandfather Grandmother
Adeline Chamberlain 
Marjorie E., Clarence H., Roderic P. (UN), Virginia E.
Siblings
George H. (FA), Philip T, (MS),Ralph C. (MS)
Relatives
xxx
FA-A-5-2
Location Note
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4/12/1925
8/6/2001
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Albert L.
Family History
Spouse Children
Irene W. Landersheim
Mother's Maiden Name
Olive Ruth Carlton (ME) Prentice Wright Carlton
Grandfather Grandmother
Lilla Clarabelle Batchelder
Father's Name
Randall Hale Wilson (ME) Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Frances Morrison (ME)
Ruth L. (from 1st marriage to Dorithy LouiseMaxfield)
Siblings
Randall C.
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-7-10
Location Note
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1/1/1821
10/12/1827
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmuth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Albion
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Hicks (ME) James Hicks
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Leighton 
Father's Name
Levi Wilson (ME) Ichabod Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Ruth Huston(ME)
None
Siblings
Joel (ME), Joanna (ME), Ellen Hawkes Lorana Eliot (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-19-1
Location Note

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11/28/1895
11/5/1966
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Alice Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Alice W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Vernon Elwood Wilson
Mother's Maiden Name
Carrie Ella Russell (ME) Eli Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Amanda Augusta Wilson (ME)
Father's Name
George N. Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Loemma Pearson Wilson (ME)
Ina L. Dunn (ME), Marshall I., Maurice E., Willard R.
Siblings
Willard (ME), Clifford, Carroll (MS), Hazel Buxton (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-9-2
Location Note


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6/12/1843
2/21/1922
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Ann Marie Shaw
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Ann Maria Shaw
Family History
Spouse Children
Nathaniel Leighton Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Hannah Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Father's Name
James Shaw (ME) Daniel Shaw
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Prince 
none
Siblings
Cyrus W. (ME), Daniel (ME), Benjamin (ME), Angeline (ME), Sarah Eliza (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-22-3
Location Note
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4/19/1889
9/12/1966
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Belle L. Ingersoll
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Belle L.
Family History
Spouse Children
Frank Cummings Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Emma Louise Field (ME) Albert O. Field (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Margaret A. Merrill (ME)
Father's Name
Lewis Melvin Ingersoll (ME) Abraham Anderson Ingersol
Grandfather Grandmother
Olive L. Frank
Margaret, Edgar N. (ME), Frank C.
Siblings
Alice L. Lewis (ME), Alma C. Blake (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-25-2
Location Note
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8/7/1891
10/16/1984
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Belva Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Belva L.
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Harriet Nancy Mountfort (ME) Hollis Randall Mountfort (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Roxanna Adams Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Herman M. Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME)
None
Siblings
Stella (ME), Ruby
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-47-7
Location Note
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9/24/1858
4/13/1931
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Carrie E Harding 
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Carrie E. Harding
Family History
Spouse Children
Frank Herbert Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Susan Martin Aaron Martin
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Mason
Father's Name
Nathan Harding Gideon Harding
Grandfather Grandmother
Sybil Mitchell
Siblings
Flora E.  Whitney, May E. Herrick, Arthur C., Lilla M. Corliss, Welbert l.
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-13-4
Location Note
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8/3/1855
3/9/1917
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Carrie Ella.
Family History
Spouse Children
George N. Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Amanda Augusta Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Eli Russell (ME) Joseph Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Priscilla Wilson (ME)
Willard (ME), Clifford, Carroll (MS), Hazel Buxton (ME), Alice (ME)
Siblings
Cynthia A., Willie W., Charles P., Edith (ME), Grace A. (ME), Hale W. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-10-3
Location Note

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5/14/1855
5/15/1932
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Carrie Frances Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Carrie F.
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Margaret Prince (CO) Joel Prince
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Morse
Father's Name
Joseph Phillips Wilson (CO) Edward Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Spear
None
Siblings
Edward Henry (CO), Albert N., Margaret C. Loring
Relatives
xxx
CO-A-82-3
Location Note
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8/30/1889
2/7/1953
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Carroll
Family History
Spouse Children
Bernice M. Blanchard (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Carrie Ella Russell (ME) Eli Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Amanda Augusta Wilson (ME)
Father's Name
George N. Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME)
Kermit Blanchard Wilson
Siblings
Willard (ME), Clifford, Hazel Buxton (ME), Alice (ME)
Relatives
xxx
MS-2S-3-12
Location Note
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6/3/1822
3/8/1853
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Charles Newell Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Charles N.
Family History
Spouse Children
Martha Anne Mountfort
Mother's Maiden Name
Lois Leighton (ME) Jedediah Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Gerrish
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
William F. (ME)
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Mary (MS), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME), Joseph (ME), William (ME), Hannah (ME), Cornelius (ME), Nathaniel (ME), Amanda (ME), Lorenzo (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-20-6
Location Note
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3/14/1829
1/13/1898
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Cornelius
Family History
Spouse Children
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME0
Mother's Maiden Name
Lois Leighton (ME) Jedediah eighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Gerrish
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Ida Zelia (ME), Edgar, Mary (ME), William (ME), Guy, Myra (ME), Joseph (ME), Frank (ME)
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Mary (MS), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME), Joseph (ME), Charles (ME), William (ME), Hannah (ME), Nathaniel L. (ME), Amanda (ME), Lorenzo (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-18-1
Location Note
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8/19/1789
7/14/1873
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Cyrus
Family History
Spouse Children
Lois Leighton (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Pride (ME) Joseph Pride
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Knight
Father's Name
Nathaniel Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Anna Huston
Caroline, Mary, Almira, Elbridge, Joseph, Charles N., William H., Hannah, Cornelius, Nathaniel L., Amanda A., Lorenzo H.
Siblings
Elmire Lowe, Priscilla Russell (ME), Anna Leighton, Nathaniel (ME), Joseph, Olive, Hannah Shaw, Caroline, Martha Shaw (CO)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-20-1
Location Note
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1/1/1838
5/14/1891
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine????
Place of Death
Falmouth???
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Daniel Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Daniel H.
Family History
Spouse Children
Abbie A. Leighton (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Nancy Leighton (ME) Daniel Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Cole (ME)
Father's Name
Leonard Wilson (ME) Nathhaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Baker (ME)
Emma May Black (ME)
Siblings
Althes S. Marston, Naathaniel J., Elizabeth H. Abbott (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-34-1
Location Note

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3/2/1818
11/14/1905
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, David Buxton
Family History
Spouse Children
Elizabeth M. Sweetser (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Somes (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Edward Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
William E. (CO), Elizabeth H. Norton (CO)
Siblings
Mary E. Wyman (CO)
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-26-4
Location Note
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3/15/1928
3/6/2019
USA
5/16/2019
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Doris Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Doris
Family History
Spouse Children
Clifford Grover 9divorced)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mabel Irene Rodden (ME) James Garfield Rodden
Grandfather Grandmother
Emma Evaline Daters
Father's Name
Melville Morrison Wilson (ME) Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Frances Morrison (ME)
Peter E. Wilson
Siblings
James (ME), Elinor Pearson, Michael
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-12-11
Location Note
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1/1/1925
1/1/1926
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Edgar Neal
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Belle L. Ingersoll (ME) Lewis Melvin Ingersol (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Emma Louise Field (ME)
Father's Name
Frank Cummings Wilson (ME) Cornelius Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME)
Siblings
Margaret, Frank C.
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-26-4
Location Note


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8/9/1762
10/5/1837
RW
Date of Burial...Est(x)
NH
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Londonderry
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Edward
Family History
Spouse Children
1st Abigail Spear, 2nd Elizabeth Somes (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
1st Wife: Edward (CO), Abigail (CO), Robert T., Susanna Copeland, John P. (CO), 2nd Wife: Mary E. Wyman (CO), David B
. (CO), Ellen M.
Siblings
Unknown
Relatives
xxx
CO-A-106-1
Location Note
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11/25/1832
1/1/1832
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Edward H.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Anna Blanchard Jeremiah Blanchard (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Dorcas Bucknam (CO)
Father's Name
Edward Wilson (CO) Edward Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Spear
None
Siblings
none
Relatives
xxx
CO-A-82-6
Location Note

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5/22/1834
12/30/1913
CWUSA
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Edward Henry
Family History
Spouse Children
Isabell Frances Blanchard (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Margaret Prince (CO) Joel Prince
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Morse
Father's Name
John Phillips Wilson (CO) Edward Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Spear
Frank Edward (CO), Frank Albert, Ellen E. (CO), Louise Lane
Siblings
Albert N., Margaret C. Loring, Carrie (CO)
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-18-3
Location Note
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1/1/1798
1/1/1837
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Edward Jr.
Family History
Spouse Children
Anna Blanchard (remarried Sylvanus Prince)
Mother's Maiden Name
Abigail Spear
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Edward Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Edward Henry (CO)
Siblings
Unknown
Relatives
xxx
CO-A-82-5
Location Note


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Genealogy Report
1/1/1819
1/20/1879
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Elbridge
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Lois Leighton JEDEdiah Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Gerrish
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Mary (MS), Almire (ME), Joseph (ME), Charles (ME), William (ME), Hannah (ME), Cornelius (ME), Nathaniel L. (ME), Amanda (ME), Lorenzo (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-20-3
Location Note

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1/1/1793
12/2/1869
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Brunswick
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Elizabeth Baker
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Elizabeth
Family History
Spouse Children
Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Temperance Ham (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Elisha Baker (ME) Elisha Baker
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Wilson
Leonard (ME), Russell H., Olive A., Sophronia, Luther (ME), John W., Nathaniel B. (ME)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-39-2
Location Note
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1/1/1777
8/19/1834
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MS
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Elizabeth Somes
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Elizabeth
Family History
Spouse Children
2nd Husband: Capt. Edward Wilson (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary E. Wyman (CO), David B. (CO), Ellen M.
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
CO-A-106-2
Location Note

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7/28/1923
5/1/2005
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Frostproof, Florida
Place of Death
Coal Creek, New Brunswick
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Elizabeth Goldie Beckwith
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Elizabeth B.
Family History
Spouse Children
Kenneth B. Wilson (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Hazel Edith Murphy James R. Murphy
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary McLeod
Father's Name
Robert Claud Beckwith Alfred W. Beckwith
Grandfather Grandmother
Levisa Louise Lewis
Dianne Scammon, Judith St. Pierre
Siblings
Elsie
Relatives
xxx
MS-8N-1-5
Location Note
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6/3/1819
1/7/1882
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Elizabeth Moody Sweetser
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Elizabeth Moody Sweetser
Family History
Spouse Children
David B. Wilson (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Olive Blanchard (CO) Ozias Blanchard (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mercy Soule (CO)
Father's Name
Benjamin Sweetser (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Drew
William E. (CO), Elizabeth H.Norton (CO)
Siblings
Sophronia Merrill (CO), Daniel B, Rufus (CO), Martha Blanchard, Amasa, Reuben (CO), Dorcas Sturdivant, Samuel R. (MS), Olive (CO), William D.
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-26-3
Location Note
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6/24/1816
6/16/1892
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Elizabeth Nancy Leighton
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Elizabeth Nancy
Family History
Spouse Children
Leonard Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Hannah Cole (ME) Ebeneezer Cole
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Field
Father's Name
Daniel Leighton (ME) Robert Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Leighton (ME)
Daniel (ME), Althea S. Marston, Nathaniel J., Elizabeth H. Abbott (ME)
Siblings
James, Sarah E. Winslow (ME), Robert (ME), Sewell P. (ME), Lois Hicks (ME), Susan, Hannah, Daniel E. (ME), Abigail
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-88-2
Location Note
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8/20/1869
11/19/1945
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Ellen Everett
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Isabella Frances Blanchard (CO) Enos Blanchard (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Joanna Loring Blanchard (CO)
Father's Name
Edward Henry Wilson (CO) John Phillips Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Margaret Prince (CO)
None
Siblings
Frank Edward (CO), Frank Albert, Louise Lane
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-18-1
Location Note
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12/16/1857
5/7/1950
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Wakefield, Mass.
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Emily Anna Norton
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Emily A. Norton
Family History
Spouse Children
William Edward Wilson (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Vienna Branscom Charles Branscom
Grandfather Grandmother
Joanna Bartlett
Father's Name
Benjamin Randal Norton (Perhaps) Lemuel Norton
Grandfather Grandmother
(Perhaps) Sophronia Averill
Rita N. Mc Closkey, Cecile H. Adams, Gertrude A. Yates, Hazel M. Goff (MS), Leila E.
Siblings
Edmund (FS), Loren, Charles B., Frank K., Fred U., Ralrh S.
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-26-7
Location Note
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10/4/1852
7/1/1882
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Emily A. S.
Family History
Spouse Children
George N. Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Richardson Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
John Sanborn Pierce Sanborn
Grandfather Grandmother
Huldah Paine
Harvey H. (ME), Ethel ME)
Siblings
Harriet F.,  Arthur P.,  Allen W., Abbie M., Clara C., John O.
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-10-2
Location Note
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1/1/1882
8/26/1893
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Ethel Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Ethel
Family History
Spouse Children
unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Emily Amanda Sanborn (ME) John Sanborn
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Richardson 
Father's Name
George N. Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME)
Siblings
Harvey H. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-10-4
Location Note

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12/2/1888
4/7/1977
WWIUSA
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Biddeford, Maine
Place of Death
Biddeford
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Ethel Mae Browne
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Ethel Browne
Family History
Spouse Children
Willis Emery Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Eugenia Orilla Allen Frank Clark Allen
Grandfather Grandmother
Abbey W Ayer
Father's Name
Dearborn Palmer Brown William Browne
Grandfather Grandmother
Isabelle Allen
None
Siblings
Aurelia,  Grace, Marcia, Catherine, Florence
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-29-3
Location Note
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3/22/1893
8/5/1990
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Me
Place of Death
Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Ethel Winifred Huston
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Ethel Winifred
Family History
Spouse Children
Howard Wilson
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Fannie Waite Rufus Huston Waite
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Jane Mackin
Father's Name
Frederick S. Huston William M.  Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Eliza Ann Jordan
Raymond, lizabeth, Winifred (ME), Barbara
Siblings
Clarence, Phillip
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-5-3
Location Note

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10/1/1872
10/15/1955
Date of Burial...Est(x)
MA
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Gray, Maine
Place of Death
Boston
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Eva W. Mc Conkey
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Eva W.
Family History
Spouse Children
Herman M. Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary E. Wood John C. Wood
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
John MMcConkey Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
None
Siblings
Eva M., Frank L., Harry A.
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-47-5
Location Note

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1/2/1911
12/5/1991
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Frances Wilma Emery
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Frances W. Emery
Family History
Spouse Children
Roderic Prince Wilson (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Carrie Blanchard Hall (UN) Edward True Hall (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lorana Leighton (UN)
Father's Name
George W. Emery (UN) George A. Emery
Grandfather Grandmother
Rebecca F. Doughty
Lloyd E. (UN), Brian E.
Siblings
Florence L. Mac Millan (UN), Howard H. (UN), Helen A.
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-9-4
Location Note
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9/7/1879
9/28/1960
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Frank Cummings
Family History
Spouse Children
Belle L. Ingersoll (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME) Joel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings (ME)
Father's Name
Cornelius Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Margaret, Edgar N. (ME), Frank C.
Siblings
Ida G. Saw (ME), Zelia F. (ME), Edgar N., Mary I. (ME), William W. (ME), Joseph E. (ME), Myra G. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-25-1
Location Note
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1/1/1927
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Frank C. Jr. Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Frank Cummungs Jr.
Family History
Spouse Children
Tressa M. Crampe (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Belle L. Ingersoll (ME) Lewis Melvil Ingersoll (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Emma Louise Field (ME)
Father's Name
Frank Cummings Wilson (ME) Cornelius Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME)
Cindy, Frank C. 3rd, Betsy
Siblings
Margaret, Edgar N. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-25-4
Location Note

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6/4/1862
7/28/1865
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Frank Edward
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Isabella Frances Blanchard (CO) Enos Blanchard (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Enos Blanchard (CO)
Father's Name
Edward Henry Wilson (CO) John Phillips Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Margaret Prince (CO)
None
Siblings
Frank Albert, Ellen E. (CO), Louise Lane
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-18-6
Location Note
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8/2/1857
11/14/1943
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Farmington , Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Frank H.
Family History
Spouse Children
Carrie E. Harding (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mahala Cummings Wilson (ME) Joel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings (ME)
Father's Name
William Henry Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Siblings
Alice E. Norton (ME), Ina M. Moulton (MS), Cora A. Gould
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-13-5
Location Note
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1/25/1851
8/21/1926
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, George N.
Family History
Spouse Children
Emily A. Sanborn (ME) 2nd Carrie Ella Russell (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME) Moses Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Pearson (ME)
Father's Name
Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Baker (ME)
Harvey H. (ME), Ethel (ME), Willard (ME), Clifford, Carroll (MS), Hazel Buxton (ME), Alice (ME)
Siblings
Alvah, Orman (ME), Herman M.(ME), Scott
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-10-1
Location Note
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1/1/1834
8/3/1847
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, George William
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings (ME) Nathaniel Cummings
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Crawford
Father's Name
Joel Wilson (ME) Levi Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Hicks (ME)
None
Siblings
Mahala C. (ME), Elenora Plimpton (ME), Julia C. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-18-3
Location Note

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7/26/1874
7/28/1949
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Guy C.
Family History
Spouse Children
Julia Louisa Roberts
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME) Joel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings (ME)
Father's Name
Cornelius Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Stanley E.(ME), Arlene
Siblings
Ida G. Shaw (ME), Zelia F. (ME), Edgar N., Mary I. (ME), William W. (ME), Joseph E. (ME), Myra G. (ME), Frank C. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-1-1
Location Note
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5/13/1878
11/2/1966
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Harvey Herbert
Family History
Spouse Children
Adeline M. Prince (FA)
Mother's Maiden Name
Emily Amanda Sandborn (ME) John Sanborn
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Richardson
Father's Name
George N. Wilson(ME) Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME)
Marjorie E., Clarence H., Roderic . (UN), Virginia E.
Siblings
Ethel (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-10-6
Location Note
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6/9/1867
3/31/1902
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Harriet Nancy Mountfort
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Hattie M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Herman Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Roxanna Adams Leighton (ME) James Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Prudence Blanchard (ME)
Father's Name
Hollis Randal Mountfort (ME) Samuel Mountfort (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Nancy R. Mountfort(ME)
Stella M. (ME), Belva L. (ME), Ruby R.
Siblings
Ada F. Charles R. (ME), Walter H. (ME), George E. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-47-2
Location Note

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1/1/1884
5/8/1970
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Henry M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Frances Morrison (ME) Rufus Morrison (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Hicks Pride (UN)
Father's Name
Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Siblings
Randall (ME), Nellie (ME), Howard (ME), Willis (ME), Melville (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-29-5
Location Note

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6/29/1865
3/10/1932
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Herman M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Harriet Mountfort (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME) Moses Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Pearson (ME)
Father's Name
Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Baker (ME)
Stella M. (ME), Belva L. (ME), Ruby R.
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-47-1
Location Note

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5/31/1887
1/11/1948
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Me
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Howard
Family History
Spouse Children
Ethel Winifred Huston (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Frances Morrison (UN) Rufus Morrison (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Hicks Pride (UN)
Father's Name
Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Raymond, Elizabeth, Winfield (ME), Barbara
Siblings
Nellie (ME), Randall (ME), Henry (ME), Willis (ME), Melville (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-5-2
Location Note
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1/1/1752
11/27/1827
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Ichabod
Family History
Spouse Children
Ruth Huston 
Mother's Maiden Name
Unkwnown
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Dorcas, Levi (ME)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-19-4
Location Note

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4/7/1841
2/25/1935
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Isabella Frances Blanchard
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Isabella F. Blanchard
Family History
Spouse Children
Edward Henry Wilson (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Joanna Loring Blanchard (CO) Solomon Blanchard (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Buxton (CO)
Father's Name
Enos Blanchard (CO) Beza Blanchard (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Prudence Rideout (CO)
Frank Edward (CO), Frank Albert, Ellen, Louise Lane
Siblings
Helen A.,  Albert W., Enos A., Charles A.(CO), Solomon L. (CO), Gustavus, William F. (MS), George (MS)
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-18-2
Location Note
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5/24/1954
8/5/1998
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, James Douglas
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Marie Elizabeth Blanchard Donald Dougls Blanchard
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Marie Dow
Father's Name
James Hale Wilson Melvin Morrison Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Mable Irene Rodden
Siblings
Anne, Stephen, Gary, Donna, Nancy, Susan, Lynda, Jeffery, Laura
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-20-7
Location Note
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3/1/1927
3/15/1987
WWIIUSA
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, James H.
Family History
Spouse Children
Maie Elizabeth Blanchard (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mabel Irene Rodden (ME) James Garfield Rodden
Grandfather Grandmother
Emma Evaline Daters
Father's Name
Melville Morrison Wilson (ME) Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Frances Morroson (ME)
Anne, Stephen (ME), Gary, Donna, Nancy, ames (ME), Susan, Lynda,Jeffrey, Laura
Siblings
Doris, Elinor, Michael
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-29-7
Location Note


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1/1/1810
11/7/1815
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Joanna
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Hicks (ME) James Hicks
Grandfather Grandmother
Aigail Leighton 
Father's Name
Levi Wilson (ME), Ichabod Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Ruth Huston (ME)
None
Siblings
Joel (ME), Albion (ME), Ellen Hawkes, Lorana Eliot (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-19-3
Location Note

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1/1/1808
11/14/1839
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Joel
Family History
Spouse Children
Julia Cummings (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Hicks (ME) James Hicks
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Leighton
Father's Name
Levi Wilson (ME) Ichabod Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Ruth Huston (ME)
George W. (ME), Mahala C. (ME), Elenora Plimpton (ME), Julia C. (ME)
Siblings
Joanna (ME), Albion (ME), Ellen Hawkes, Lorana Eliot (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-18-1
Location Note

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4/15/1808
9/25/1890
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Gardiner
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, John Phillips
Family History
Spouse Children
Margaret Prince (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Abigail Spear
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Edward Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Edward H. (CO), Albert N., Margaret C. Loring, Carrie F. (CO), Infant twins in 1836
Siblings
Jane, Edward (CO), Abigail (CO), Robert T., Susanna Copeland
Relatives
xxx
CO-A-82-1
Location Note
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5/4/1820
12/9/1901
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Joseph
Family History
Spouse Children
unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Lois Leighton Jedediah Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Gerrish
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Mary (ME), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME), Charles (ME), William (ME), Hannah (ME), Cornelius (ME), Nathaniel (ME), Amanda (ME), Lorenzo (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-20-9
Location Note
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2/1/1877
7/8/1957
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Joseph E.
Family History
Spouse Children
Mildred F. Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME) Joel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings (ME)
Father's Name
Cornelius Wilson (ME) Curus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Alroy, Ella F. White (MS)
Siblings
Ida G. Shaw (ME), Zelis F. (ME), Edgar N., Mary I. (ME), William W. (ME), Guy Carlton (ME),Myra G. (ME), Frank C. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-2-4
Location Note
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6/11/1808
11/11/1839
Date of Burial...Est(x)
NH
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Julia Cummings
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Julia
Family History
Spouse Children
Joel Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Crawford Jonathan Crawford
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Heath
Father's Name
Nathaniel Cummings Elisha Cummings
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Andrews
George W. (ME), Mahala C.(ME), Eleanora Plimpton (ME), Julia C. (ME)
Siblings
Cyrus, Jonathan, Elisha, Pingrey, William, Samuel, Mary, Relief, Mahala
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-18-2
Location Note
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11/14/1839
6/1/1908
Date of Burial...Est(x)
NH
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Julia Cummings
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Julia C.
Family History
Spouse Children
Joel Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Mary Crawford Jonathan Crawford
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Heath
Father's Name
Nathaniel Cummings Elisha Cummings
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Andrews
George W. (ME), Mahala C. (ME), Elenora Plimpton (ME), Julia C. (ME)
Siblings
Cyrus, Jonathan, Elisha, Pingrey, William, Samuel, Mary, Relief, Mahala
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-18-2
Location Note
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2/8/1875
7/1/1966
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Unknown
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Julia Roberts
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Julia L.
Family History
Spouse Children
Guy Carlton Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Abigail Leighton (ME) Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
Richard Roberts (ME) Hezekiah Roberts
Grandfather Grandmother
Juliet Skillen
Stanley E. (ME), Arlene
Siblings
Orestes (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-1-2
Location Note

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4/24/1922
5/29/2005
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Fryeburg, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Kenneth B.
Family History
Spouse Children
Elizabet G. Beckwith (MS)
Mother's Maiden Name
Bessie Winifred Clough Frederic Ashmun Clough
Grandfather Grandmother
Almeda Webster Libby
Father's Name
Earl Webster Wilson Charles Edward Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Georgianna Lilly Reed
Dianne Scammon, Judith St. Pierre
Siblings
Frederic C., Vernon, Carroll M.
Relatives
xxx
MS-8N-1-6
Location Note
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5/5/1817
1/1/1901
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Leonard
Family History
Spouse Children
Elizabeth Nancy Leighton (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Baker (ME) Elisha Baker
Grandfather Grandmother
Temperance Ham
Father's Name
Nathaniel Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Daniel (ME), Althea S. Marston, Nathaniel J., Elizabeth H. Abbott (ME)
Siblings
Russel H., Olive A. Starbird, Sophronia Leighton, Luther (ME), John W., Nathaniel B. (ME), Mahala Prince, Sarah P. Purinton
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-88-1
Location Note

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6/1/1827
9/15/1828
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine ????
Place of Death
Falmouth ???
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Lepha
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Ramsdell ???? Job Ramsdell ????
Grandfather Grandmother
Peace Morrill ????
Father's Name
Joseph Wilson ???? Nathaniel Wilson ??? (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sara Pride ???? (ME)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-12-1
Location Note

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12/23/1783
8/11/1864
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Levi
Family History
Spouse Children
Sarah Hicks (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Ruth Huston (ME) George Huston
Grandfather Grandmother
Anna Thompson
Father's Name
Ichabod (ME) unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
unknown
Joel (ME), Joanna (ME), Albion (ME), Ellen Hawkes, Lorana Eliot (ME)
Siblings
Dorcas
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-18-4
Location Note
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7/27/1928
8/10/1935
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Lloyd Emery
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Frances Wilma Emery (UN) George W. Emery (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Carrie Blanchard Hall (UN)
Father's Name
Roderick Prince Wilson (UN) Harvey Herbert Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Adeline M. Prince FA)
Siblings
Brian Eugene Wilson
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-9-5
Location Note
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5/13/1831
3/8/1924
Date of Burial...Est(x)
E
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Loemma Pearson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Loemma P.
Family History
Spouse Children
Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Hannah Pearson (ME) Jonathan Pearson
Grandfather Grandmother
Mehitable Bangs
Father's Name
Moses Leighton (ME) Andrew Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Weymouth (ME)
George N. (ME), Alvah L., Orman H. (ME), Herman M. (ME), Scott
Siblings
Jonathan B., Harriet E. Mountfort (ME), Patrick H. (ME), Moses W. (ME), George O. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-39-9
Location Note

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9/17/1784
4/6/1877
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Lois
Family History
Spouse Children
Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Eunice Gerrish Jonathan Gerrish
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Toby
Father's Name
Jedediah Leighton George Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Dorothy Hall
Caroline (ME), Mary Doughty (MS), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME), Joseph (ME), Charles N. (ME), William H. (ME), Hannah Lei
ghton (ME), Cornelius (ME), Nathaniel L. (ME), Amanda A. Russell (ME), Lorenzo H. (ME)
Siblings
Jonathan, Nathaniel, Mary Hale, Eunice Gerrish, George, Josiah
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-20-2
Location Note
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1/1/1837
1/1/1918
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Lorenzo H.
Family History
Spouse Children
Sarah Frances Morrison (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Lois Leighton (ME) Jedediah Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Gerrish
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Randall (ME), Nellie (ME), Henry (ME), Willis (ME), Melville (ME)
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Mary (MS), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME), Joseph (ME), Charles (ME), William (ME), Hannah (ME), Cornelius (ME), Nathaniel (ME), Amanda (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-29-1
Location Note


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1/1/1788
7/13/1829
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Lucy
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Ruth Huston (ME) Not Certain
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Ichabod Wilson (ME) Not Certain
Grandfather Grandmother
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-19-6
Location Note

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1/1/1823
12/6/1827
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maie
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Luther
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Baker (ME) Elisha Baker
Grandfather Grandmother
Temperance Ham
Father's Name
Nathaniel Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Siblings
Leonard (ME), Russell H., Olive A. Starbird, Sophronia Leighton, John W., Nathaniel B. (ME), Mahala Prince, Sarah P. Purinton
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-39-3
Location Note

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8/3/1904
4/28/1998
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Byron, Il
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Mabel Irene Rodden
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Mabel Irene
Family History
Spouse Children
Melville Morrison Wilson
Mother's Maiden Name
Emma Evaline Daters Bernard H Daters
Grandfather Grandmother
Catherine Lampe
Father's Name
James Garfield Rodden James Rodden
Grandfather Grandmother
Margaret Ellen Johnson
James (ME), Doris, Elinor, Michael
Siblings
Doris, Elinor
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-29-9
Location Note
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1/1/1831
10/30/1905
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Mahala C.
Family History
Spouse Children
William Henry Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings (ME) Nathaniel Cummings
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Crawford
Father's Name
Joel Wilson (ME) Levi Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Hicks (ME)
Frank Herbert (ME), Alice E. Norton (ME), Ina M. Moulton (MS), Cora Augusta
Siblings
George W. (ME), Elenore Plimpton (ME), Julia (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-13-2
Location Note

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4/9/1813
5/13/1899
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Margaret Prince
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Margaret Prince
Family History
Spouse Children
John P. Wilson (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Susan Morse
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Joel Prince James Prince (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Jane Grant
Edward H. (CO), Albert N., Margaret C. Loring, Carrie F. (CO), Infant twins in 1836
Siblings
Margaret (died @ 10 days), Joel, HenryC. (CO), Albion, Harriet M. Newhall, Frederick, Susan Capen, Ellen W. Blanchard (CO), Caroline Blanchard, Mary A.G. (CO)
Relatives
xxx
CO-A-82-2
Location Note
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3/1/1928
10/15/2004
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Marie Elizabeth Blanchrd
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Marie Blanchard
Family History
Spouse Children
James Hale Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Marie Dow Luther Bradley Dow
Grandfather Grandmother
Anna Belle Covert
Father's Name
Donald Douglas Blanchard (MS) George Blanchard (MS)
Grandfather Grandmother
Anna Marie Childs (MS)
Anne, Stephen (ME), Gary, Donna, Nancy, James (ME), Susan, Lynda, Jeffrey, Laura
Siblings
Jean, Donna, Donald, Jon
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-29-6
Location Note
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10/15/1936
6/16/1938
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Marsha Ann
Family History
Spouse Children
Mother's Maiden Name
Sylvia Ina Loura David Harold Loura
Grandfather Grandmother
Abbie Emma Hertle
Father's Name
Marshall I Wilson Vernon Elwood Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Alice Wilson (ME)
Siblings
None
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-9-6
Location Note
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12/30/1869
4/20/1962
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
South Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Mary Isabelle
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME) Joel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings (ME)
Father's Name
Cornelius Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
None
Siblings
Ida G. Shaw (ME), Zelia F. (ME), Edgar N., William W. (ME), Guy C. (ME), Joseph E. (ME), Myra G. (ME), Frank C. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-18-5
Location Note
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5/12/1902
2/10/1971
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Melville M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Mabel Irene Rodden (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Frances Morrison (ME) Rufus Morrison (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Hicks Pride (UN)
Father's Name
Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
James (ME), Doris (ME), Elinor, Micheal 
Siblings
Nellie (ME), Randall (ME), Henry (ME), Howard (ME), Willis (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-29-10
Location Note
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11/30/1877
4/8/1967
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Windham, Maine
Place of Death
Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Mildred F. Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Mildred F.
Family History
Spouse Children
Joseph Eugene Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Ella J. Winslow Sumner Winslow
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary S. Knight
Father's Name
Alvah L. Wilson Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME)
Alroy E., Ella F. White (MS)
Siblings
Alroy W.
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-2-5
Location Note
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2/1/1877
11/11/1961
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
South Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumbberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Myra Geneva
Family History
Spouse Children
unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME) Joel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings (ME)
Father's Name
Cornelius Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Siblings
Ida G. Shaw, Zelia F. (ME), Edgar N., Mary I. (ME), William W., (ME), Guy C. (ME), Joseph E. (ME), Frank C. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-18-4
Location Note
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6/2/1797
8/31/1870
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Yarmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Nathaniel
Family History
Spouse Children
Elizabeth Baker (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Pride (ME) Joseph Pride
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Knight
Father's Name
Nathaniel Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Anna Huston
Leonard (ME), Russel H., Olive A., Sophronia, Luther (ME), John W., Nathaniel B. (ME)
Siblings
Cyru (ME), Elmira Lowe, Anna Leighton, Priscilla Russell (ME), Joseph, Olive, Hannah Shaw, Caroline, Martha Shaw (CO)
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-21-3
Location Note
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1/1/1734
5/4/1811
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Nathaniel
Family History
Spouse Children
Elizabeth (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name Grandfather Grandmother
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-39-1
Location Note

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7/25/1827
6/26/1896
CWUSA
Date of Burial...Est(x)
E
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Nathaniel B.
Family History
Spouse Children
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Baker (ME) Elisha Baker
Grandfather Grandmother
Temperance Ham
Father's Name
Nathaniel Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
George N. (ME), Alvah L., Orman H. (ME), Herman H. (ME), Scott
Siblings
Leonard (ME), Russell H., Olive A. Starbird, Sophroia Leighton, John W., Nathaniel B. (ME), Mahala Prince,sarah P. Purinton
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-39-5
Location Note
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4/11/1831
8/11/1920
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Nathaniel L.
Family History
Spouse Children
Sarah Eliza Shaw (ME) 1st, Ann Marie Shaw (ME) 2nd
Mother's Maiden Name
Lois Leighton (ME) Jedediah Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Gerrish
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Mary (MS), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME, Joseph (ME), Charles (ME), William (ME), Hannah (ME), Cornelius (ME), Amanda (ME), Lorenzo (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-22-1
Location Note

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6/7/1895
11/15/1968
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Keene N.H.
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Olive Ruth Carlton
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Olive Ruth Carlton
Family History
Spouse Children
Randall Hale Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Lilla Clarabelle Batchelder John Albert Batchelder
Grandfather Grandmother
Elmire Rebecca Worsley
Father's Name
Prentice Wright Carlton Calvin Carlton
Grandfather Grandmother
Rebecca Worsley
Randall, Abert (ME)
Siblings
Ernest, Frank, Albert
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-1-3
Location Note
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5/1/1860
10/8/1861
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Orman H.
Family History
Spouse Children
none
Mother's Maiden Name
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME) Moses Leighton (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah Pearson (ME)
Father's Name
Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Baker (ME)
none
Siblings
George N. (ME), Alvah, Herman M. (ME), Scott
Relatives
xxx
ME-E-39-12
Location Note

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7/29/1905
1/18/1998
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
South Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Portland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Phyllis Marie Shaw
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Phyllis Shaw
Family History
Spouse Children
Stanley Ervin Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Marie Bolton Leighton (ME) Nathaniel Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Harriet Carleton Shaw (ME)
Father's Name
Lew Carleton Shaw (ME) Daniel Shaw (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Ellen Morrill (ME)
Richard Wilson
Siblings
Russell W. Shaw
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-1-3
Location Note
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6/20/1880
4/8/1943
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Randall H.
Family History
Spouse Children
Olive Ruth Carlton (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Frances Morrison (ME) Rufus Morrison (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Hicks Pride (UN)
Father's Name
Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Randall (ME),  Albert (ME)
Siblings
Nellie (ME), Henry (ME), Howard (ME), Willis (ME), Melville (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-1-2
Location Note
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6/21/1910
6/2/2000
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
CCumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Roderic Prince
Family History
Spouse Children
Frances Wilma Emery (UN)
Mother's Maiden Name
Aleline M. Prince (FA) Clarence Henry Prince (FA)
Grandfather Grandmother
Ella M. Blanchard (FA)
Father's Name
Harvey Herbert Wilson (ME) George N. Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Emily Amanda Sanborn (ME)
Lloyd E. (UN), Brian E.
Siblings
MarjorieE>, Clarence H. Virginia E.
Relatives
xxx
UN-D-9-3
Location Note
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1/1/1756
9/9/1834
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Ruth Huston
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Ruth
Family History
Spouse Children
Ichabod Wilson
Mother's Maiden Name
Anna Thompson
Grandfather Grandmother
Unknown
Father's Name
George Huston William Huston
Grandfather Grandmother
Nancy Hindman
Dorcas, Levi (ME)
Siblings
Margaret, Paul, Amos, Sarah, Submit, Anna, John, Olive, George
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-19-5
Location Note

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1/15/1785
9/21/1853
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Sarah Hicks
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Sarah
Family History
Spouse Children
Levi Wilson
Mother's Maiden Name
Abigail Leighton George Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Dorothy Hall
Father's Name
James Hicks Lemuel Hicks
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Cox
Joel (ME), Joanna (ME), Albion (ME), Ellen Hawkes, Lorana Eliot (ME)
Siblings
George (ME), Dorothy King, Samuel, Esther, Eunice Morrison (ME), Hannah, Elizabeth Bailey, Cyrus (UN), Martha, Mary Young, Susan Wakefield, Andrew
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-18-5
Location Note
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6/1/1839
10/23/1895
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Sarah Eliza Shaw
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Sarah E. Shaw
Family History
Spouse Children
Nathaniel Leighton Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Hannah Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Father's Name
James Shaw (ME) Daniel Shaw
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Prince
Siblings
Cyrus W. (ME), Daniel (ME), Benjamin (ME), Angeline (ME), Ann Marie (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-22-2
Location Note


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10/29/1856
3/22/1949
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Sarah Frances Morrison
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Sarah F.
Family History
Spouse Children
Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha Hicks Pride(UN) Joseph Pride (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Susan Rideout (UN)
Father's Name
Rufus Morrison (UN) Ephriam Morrison (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Hicks (ME)
Randall (ME), Nellie Hulit (ME), Henry (ME), Howard (ME), Willis (ME), Mellville (ME)
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Mary Doughty (MS), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME), Joseph (ME), Charles (ME), William (ME), Hannah Leighton (ME), Cornelius (ME), Nathaniel (ME), Am
anda Russell (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-29-2
Location Note

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4/5/1904
1/18/1998
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Atkinson, N. H.
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Stanley Ervin
Family History
Spouse Children
Phyllis Marie Shaw (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Louisa Roberts (ME) Richard Roberts (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Guy Carlton Wilson (ME) Cornelius Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME)
Richard Wilson
Siblings
Arlene
Relatives
xxx
ME-C-1-4
Location Note
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10/19/1889
4/22/1978
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Stella
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Harriet Nancy Mountfort (ME) Hollis Randall Mountfort (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Roxanna Adams Leighton (ME)
Father's Name
Herman N. Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Loemma Pearson Leighton (ME)
None
Siblings
Belva (ME), Ruby
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-47-6
Location Note
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11/21/1949
4/21/2014
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Stephen
Family History
Spouse Children
Divorced
Mother's Maiden Name
Marie Elizabeth Blanchard (ME) Donald Douglas Blanchard
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Marie Dow
Father's Name
James Hale Wilson (ME) Melville Morrison Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mabel Irfene Rodden Wilson (ME)
Michelle, Andrew, Danielle, Nicole, Joseph,  Theresa, Catrina
Siblings
Anne, Gary, Donna, Nancy, James (ME), Susan, Lynda, Jeffrey, Laura
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-29-6
Location Note
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9/14/1922
8/20/2000
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
E. Millinocket
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Tressa M.
Family History
Spouse Children
Frank Cummings Wilson Jr. (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Nina Beatrice Cramp James Willaim Cramp
Grandfather Grandmother
Alfra Lucretia York
Father's Name
Unknown
Grandfather Grandmother
Cindy, Frank C. 3rd, Betsy
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-25-5
Location Note
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10/9/1893
8/10/1976
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Vernon Elwood
Family History
Spouse Children
Alice Wilson
Mother's Maiden Name
Georgianna Lilly Reed William H. Reed
Grandfather Grandmother
Esther Eades
Father's Name
Charles Edward Wilson John W. Wilson
Grandfather Grandmother
Cynthia Abbott
Ina L. Dunn (ME), Marshall I., Maurice E., Willard R
Siblings
Earl W., Edna V. Shaw (ME), Ethel L., Flora V., Vera E.
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-9-1
Location Note
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7/23/1886
7/19/1924
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Willard
Family History
Spouse Children
Unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Carrie Ella Russell (ME) Eli Russell (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Amanda Augusta Wilson (ME0
Father's Name
George N. Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Baker Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Loemma pearson Leighton (ME0
None
Siblings
Clifford, Carroll (MS), Hazel Buxton (ME), Alice (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-10-5
Location Note
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11/18/1849
1/1/1891
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, William E.
Family History
Spouse Children
Emily Anna Norton (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Moody Sweetser (CO) Benjamin Sweetser (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Olive Blanchard Wilson (CO)
Father's Name
David Buxton Wilson (CO) Edward Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Somes (CO)
Rita N. Mc Closkey, Cecile H. Adams, Gertrude A. Yates, Hazel M. Goff (MS), Leila E. Straw (MS)
Siblings
Elizabeth H. Norton (CO)
Relatives
xxx
CO-C-26-8
Location Note

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10/24/1850
11/10/1859
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, William F.
Family History
Spouse Children
unmarried
Mother's Maiden Name
Martha Anne Mountfort Greenleaf Mountfort
Grandfather Grandmother
Hannah T. Allen
Father's Name
Charles Newell Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
Siblings
Relatives
xxx
ME-F-20-8
Location Note
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12/1/1824
3/9/1896
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Falmouth, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, William H.
Family History
Spouse Children
Mahala Cummings Wilson (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Lois Leighton (ME) Jedediah Leighton
Grandfather Grandmother
Eunice Gerrish
Father's Name
Cyrus Wilson (ME) Nathaniel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Pride (ME)
Frank Herbert (ME), Alice E. Norton (ME), Ina M. Moulton (MS), Cora Augusta
Siblings
Caroline (ME), Mary (MS), Almira (ME), Elbridge (ME), Joseph (ME), Charles (ME), Hannah (ME), Cornelius(ME), Nathaniel (ME), Amanda (ME), Lorenzo (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-13-1
Location Note
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4/6/1872
12/10/1940
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Portland, Maine
Place of Death
Falmouth
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, William Wilbur
Family History
Spouse Children
Susan Annie Abbott (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME) Joel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Julia Cummings (ME)
Father's Name
Cornelius Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
None
Siblings
Ida G. Shaw (ME), Zelia F. (ME), Edgar N., Mary I. (ME), Guy C. (ME), Joseph E. (ME), Myra G. (ME), Frank C. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-18-6
Location Note
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2/2/1890
6/4/1966
WWIUSA
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Biddeford, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Willis Emery
Family History
Spouse Children
Ethel Mae Brown (ME)
Mother's Maiden Name
Sarah Frances Morrison (ME) Rufus Morrison (UN)
Grandfather Grandmother
Martha Pride Hicks (UN)
Father's Name
Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME) Cyrus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
None
Siblings
Nellie (ME), Randall (ME), Henry (ME), Howard (ME), Melville (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-29-4
Location Note
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8/12/1915
3/7/1957
WWIIUSN
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
Cause of Death
Suffix

Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
 (ME)
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Winfield
Family History
Spouse Children
Helen Louise Walker
Mother's Maiden Name
Ethel Winifred Huston ME) Frederick Huston
Grandfather Grandmother
Elizabeth Fannie Waite
Father's Name
Howard Wilson (ME) Lorenzo Hale Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Sarah Frances Morrison (ME)
Stephen
Siblings
Raymond, Elizabeth, Barbara
Relatives
xxx
ME-B-5-12
Location Note
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3/23/1863
12/22/1938
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Zelia F. Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wilson, Zelia F.
Family History
Spouse Children
None
Mother's Maiden Name
Julia Cummings Wilson (ME) Joel Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Jula Cummings (ME)
Father's Name
Cornelius Wilson (ME) Curus Wilson (ME)
Grandfather Grandmother
Lois Leighton (ME)
None
Siblings
Ida G. Shaw (ME), Edgar N., Mary I. (ME), William W. (ME), Guy C. (ME), Joseph E. (ME), Myra G. (ME), Frank C. (ME)
Relatives
xxx
ME-D-18-3
Location Note
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7/4/1812
2/11/1885
Date of Burial...Est(x)
ME
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
M
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Cumberland
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wyman, Charles
Family History
Spouse Children
Mary E. Wilson (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Prudance Small (CO) John Small
Grandfather Grandmother
Abigail Morse
Father's Name
Lemuel Wyman (CO) Josiah Wyman (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Nancy Bradford (CO)
Mary Ellen Merrill (MS), Leonard F. (CO), Elizabeth W. (CO)
Siblings
Nancy (CO), Prudance Wyman (CO), Lemuel B. (CO), Seward
Relatives
xxx
CO-B-10-5
Location Note
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7/14/1815
5/24/1852
Date of Burial...Est(x)
Birth State
Ethnic BackgroundGender
F
Cause of Death
Suffix
Veteran Branch ERA
Date of Death...Est(x)
Name
Cumberland, Maine
Place of Death
Birth CityBirth Date...Est(x)
Former Name
Mary Elizabeth Wilson
Suffix
Burial Location
Former Address Line 1 Former Address Line 2 Former City Former State Former Zip Code
Occupant Information
Indigent
Wyman, Mary E.
Family History
Spouse Children
Charles Wyman (CO)
Mother's Maiden Name
Elizabeth Somes (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Father's Name
Edward Wilson (CO)
Grandfather Grandmother
Mary Ellen Merrill (MS), Leonard F. (CO), Elizabeth W. (CO)
Siblings
David B. (CO), Ellen M.
Relatives
xxx
CO-B-10-4
Location Note
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